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Land Acknowledgement

Prior to the introduction of white settlers to the area currently known as
Clark County, this land was cared for by indigenous peoples for thousands
of years. At the time that colonization began, this area of Southwest
Washington was occupied primarily by the Chinook and Cowlitz tribes.
Additionally, countless tribes from across the Pacific Northwest came to
this area to trade with one another by using the Columbia River and its
adjoining waterways as an intricate network of trade routes. For millennia,
these communities thrived while maintaining a balanced, sustainable
relationship with the natural world. These values were passed down from
generation to generation and are still practiced by indigenous groups today,
including the Cowlitz and Chinook. We pay our respects to these peoples,
both past and present, by coming together to protect and honor the last
legacies of the great natural areas that once dominated this region.1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Source: Embrace Someplace
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PROJECT CONTEXT
The City of Vancouver (City) is committed to eliminating carbon emissions by 2040. In working
towards this ambitious goal, the City recognizes the inequitable impacts of climate change on
its communities and past failures to engage those most impacted (by climate change and other
pressures) in developing City policy and plans. The City hired Hatch Planning to help provide
a strong foundation for its climate adaptation work—which helps residents adjust to climate
change-driven events already impacting the community—and center the perspective of those
most impacted by climate change.

PROJECT PURPOSE
This report is intended to be used internally by the City to guide climate adaptation policies
in conjunction with the Climate Action Plan (see right). Key elements of this report include
an analysis of the City’s climate change risks and populations most vulnerable to climate
change, a review of best practices from other cities, insights from community engagement, and
recommended strategies for supporting climate adaptation.
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Climate Action
Plan
In summer 2021, City Council
directed staff to develop a
Climate Action Plan (CAP). The
CAP sets a goal for communitywide carbon neutrality by
2040, and specifies strategies
for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions in order to
reach that goal. The CAP is
scheduled for adoption by City
Council in August 2022, with
implementation to begin in
2022–2023.
With a decarbonization target
more ambitious than most cities,
this plan embodies “moon shot”
ambition. Meeting this target
will depend on technological
advancements yet unknown, and
require significant investments
by the City.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges
Vancouver and its residents face growing threats from climate change risks, especially extreme heat, flooding, and
poor air quality from wildfires. While much of the City’s current emergency response infrastructure relies on communitybased organizations and the Clark Regional Emergency Services Agency, Vancouver is nearing a population size that
necessitates greater City provision of emergency response services.

Opportunities
The City’s current leadership is motivated to take strong action through the Climate Action Plan and related policies.
This is an opportune moment for bold action, with the potential to build on the momentum of the community’s COVID-19
response, work with the City’s new Diversity Equity and Inclusion director, and build on recent investment in assets such
as the City’s expanding multimodal transportation system.
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CLIMATE ADAPTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Vancouver should consider and implement climate adaptation strategies in six focus areas to best meet the
needs of residents.
1. Climate-Ready Communities - Provide essential services for communities to increase resiliency, and expand and
increase inclusive access to services. Cultivate community connections to build resilient communities.
2. Communication and Education - Increase community-wide awareness of climate adaptation strategies and
available resources. Foster communication and collaboration between the City and residents, and among
residents and community organizations.
3. Green Infrastructure - Bolster green infrastructure in the urban environment that reduces urban heat island effects
and mitigates poor air quality. Install green infrastructure in the built environment to increase the resiliency of
structures.
4. Land Use and the Built Environment - Implement sustainable land use policies to address changing climate
conditions. Promote building and development standards for public and private facilities.
5. Food Security - Increase equitable access to food in the face of rising food prices and insecurity. Promote selfsufficiency through local food production.
6. Governance - Institutionalize climate adaptation strategies among City departments.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Source: Portland Relocation Guide
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ABOUT THE TEAM
Hatch Planning is made
up of six students in their
second year of the Master
of Urban and Regional
Planning program at
Portland State University.
The team name was
inspired by the Vancouver
Trout Hatchery and it
alludes to ‘hatching’ new
and innovative ideas – a
goal the team had when
approaching this project.
The team is committed
to building social equity
by engaging with and
lifting up all community
members.
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BACKGROUND
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Vancouver and its residents face growing threats from climate change risks, especially extreme heat, flooding, and poor air quality from
greenhouse gas emissions and wildfires. Many of the residents that are most impacted by these climate risks have historically been
excluded from planning processes. This project will develop climate adaptation strategies for the City of Vancouver that are centered
on readying and strengthening Vancouver’s most impacted communities while improving citywide resilience, based on community
conversations, especially with historically underrepresented community members.

PROJECT PROCESS
The project was completed in five phases: (1) Existing Conditions Analysis and Equity Framing, (2) Best Practices and Policy Research, (3)
Community Engagement, (4) Analysis and Recommendations, and (5) Report and Deliverables. The project team developed three memos –
an Existing Conditions memo, a Best Practices memo, and a Community Engagement memo – that will be included in the appendix of this
report. The existing conditions research, best practices research, and community engagement activities were used to produce this Climate
Adaptation Strategy. This strategy will serve primarily as an internal document for the City to be used in tandem with the Climate Action
Plan that the City is currently developing. It will focus on short or mid-term strategies for adapting and building community resilience to
climate change.

Climate Adaptation: The process of adjusting to new climate conditions in
order to lessen the negative impacts on infrastructure, community assets, and
the lives of community members.

Key Terms

Resilience: The ability for the city and all people of Vancouver to survive and
thrive in the face of worsening climate change risks.
Frontline Communities: Community members most vulnerable to the impacts
of climate change, as identified in existing conditions research.
|7
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3. EXISTING CONDITIONS

Source: Gramor Development
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FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING RISK
A hazard-vulnerability-exposure conceptual framework is a helpful lens

Fig. 2. Definitions for exposure and vulnerability.

for risk evaluation, and is used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and disaster management organizations. For this report,
such a framework was used to identify Vancouver’s climate change-related
risks and populations expected to be most impacted (see Figure 2).
To begin with, Hatch Planning researchers identified climate hazards
expected to have the greatest direct impact on Vancouver, based on client
guidance and a 2018 report from the University of Washington’s Climate
Impact Group, which modeled what Washington will face if global warming
reaches 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. These hazards include extreme
heat, worsened air quality due to greenhouse gas emissions and increased
wildfires, and flooding (driven by increases in heavy rainfall, snowmelt, and
sea level rise).

Source: IPCC and “An Unfair Share.” UW Climate Impacts Group, Front and Centered. 2018.

Next, factors contributing to increased exposure and vulnerability were

Fig. 3. Populations more exposed to climate-related hazards.

identified based on literature review (see Figures 2 and 3). Exposure is
the likelihood of encountering a hazard, and is typically determined by
one’s place of residence or work, such as living in a part of the city with a
stronger urban heat island effect. Vulnerability is “the extent to which an
individual or community will be adversely affected when experiencing a
climate-related hazard,” and can be increased by different factors such as
race and ethnicity.2
Finally, by analyzing spatial data on demographics and climate
change hazards, Hatch Planning was able to identify populations and
neighborhoods anticipated to be most at-risk to climate change, so they
could be prioritized for community engagement.

Source: Adapted from “An Unfair Share” UW Climate Impacts Group, Front and Centered. 2018.
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Map 1. Heat Severity Levels

Extreme heat, which is defined differently across jurisdictions

is measured on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being a relatively mild

and regions, is defined by the Department of Homeland

heat area (slightly above the mean for the city), and 5 being

Security as “a period of high heat and humidity with

a severe heat area (significantly above the mean for the city).

temperatures above 90 degrees for at least two or three

The hottest neighborhoods in Vancouver are concentrated

days.” For this analysis, Hatch Planning used heat severity

along major arterial roads, such as Fourth Plain Boulevard and

data from the Trust for Public Land, which they developed from

East Mill Plain, and in industrial areas, such as Columbia Way in

Landsat 8 imagery of surface-level heat from summer 2021

the south (see Map 1).

3

(patched in with 2020 data where necessary). Heat severity
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POOR AIR QUALITY
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Map 2. Environmental Exposure (or Air Quality) Levels

One measure of poor air quality is the “Environmental

toxic release from facilities. It uses a 1-10 scale, with 1 signifying

Exposures” layer in the Environmental Health Disparities Map,

low exposure and 10 signifying high exposure to air pollutants.

developed by the Washington Department of Health and

This data set identifies areas with current exposure to poor air

community partners. Environmental Exposures is a combined

quality—expected to only increase with the anticipated rise in

ranking of multiple indicators at the census tract level,

wildfires. Most of the city—particularly between Interstate-5

including NOx-diesel emissions, ozone concentration, PM 2.5

and Interstate-205—already suffers high exposure to a

concentration, population near heavy traffic roadways, and
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Sifton

combination of air pollutants (see Map 2).
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Map 3. Flood Risk Levels

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

any developed landscape, and is more a function of the built

produces Flood Insurance Rate maps, which identify “Special

environment.4 Urban flooding likely affects more areas of the

Flood Hazard Areas” (SFHA), or areas with a one-percent

city, but is harder to predict, with less data available.

chance of flooding in a given year. Owners of property in the

SFHAs are concentrated in neighborhoods along the Columbia

SFHA with federally-backed loans or mortgages are required

River and Burnt Bridge Creek (see Map 3).

to purchase insurance through the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP). This data set only identifies areas prone to
“riverine” flooding, though “urban flooding” can happen in
| 13

TARGET POPULATIONS FOR
ENGAGEMENT
Both demographics and exposure to climate hazards can
increase one’s risk of experiencing adverse effects from climate
change. Map 4 overlays areas of the city with the highest risk of
severe heat, poor air quality, and flooding with densities where

¯

Vancouver Priority Neighborhoods

vulnerable populations reside (detail on the factors behind each
neighborhood’s selection in Appendix A). This figure was used
to target community engagement, though it is recommended the
City conduct a comprehensive vulnerability assessment to direct
adaptation investments and other work. Vulnerable population
groups for this analysis include:
•

Communities of color, particularly Hispanic or Latino

•

High-poverty groups

•

Linguistically isolated groups, particularly Spanish and Russian

VanMall
Fruit Valley
Bagley Downs
Meadow
Homes

Burton Ridge
Forest Ridge
Marrion

East Mill
Plain
Bennington
Fairway/164th
Ave.

or Eastern European language-speakers
•

Youth, particularly those in informal daycares

•

Older adults, particularly those living alone

•

Houseless people, including Safe Stay communities

•

Manual or outside laborers, especially farmers, landscapers,
and trades organizations

•

People with disabilities

•

Transit-dependent residents
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densities of populations particularly vulnerable to climate change impacts.
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4. BEST PRACTICES

Source: TripSavvy
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PROCESS
Interviews with City staff, peers, and climate experts were conducted to understand best practices on
climate adaptation, funding, and community engagement. Additional detail can be found in Appendix B.

1

Conversations with the following City of Vancouver and Clark County staff described existing plans and
policies: Tanya Gray (Performance Analyst, Gene Juve (Emergency Manager), Aaron Lande (Policy &
Program Manager), Alicia Sojourner (Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion), Rebecca Small (Senior Policy
Analyst), Scott Johnson (Emergency Management Division Manager for Clark County), and Anthony Vendetti
(Emergency Management Coordinator for Clark County).
The team chose to study six climate or community engagement plans or strategies:

2

•

Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy (2021)

•

City of Santa Monica Climate Action and Adaptation Plan (2019)

•

Climate Ready Boston (2016)

•

Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change (2017)

•

Shoreline’s Climate Action Plan update (2021–2022)

•

Seattle’s Duwamish Valley Action Plan (2018)

•

Shoreline’s Climate Action Plan Update (ongoing)

The climate adaptation or community engagement experts included:

3
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•

Dr. Steve Whitman (Founder and Principal of Resilience Planning & Design LLC)

•

Dr. Vivek Shandas (Professor and Climate Researcher at Portland State University)

•

Dr. C.N.E. Corbin (Professor at Portland State University)

•

Beth Jarot (Green Building Specialist) and Patrick Babbitt (Sustainability Analyst) for the City of
Tacoma

•

David Goldberg (Strategic Advisor for the City of Seattle)

•

Cameron Reed (Shoreline Environmental Services Program Manager)

KEY FINDINGS
1

SHORT TERM RESPONSES

Many of the adaptation strategies reviewed included
actions to increase collaboration on emergency
response efforts both within and beyond government.
For instance, Santa Monica’s Climate Action and
Adaptation Plan includes an action to integrate climate
hazard considerations into existing emergency and
natural disaster response programs. Additionally,
the Santa Monica Organizations Active in Disaster
(SMOAID)—a coalition of businesses and service
organizations committed to preparing for disasters
and building a resilient city—has served as an effective
partner on emergency response efforts, such as
coordinating transport and care for runners exposed
to challenging weather conditions during the 2011 Los
Angeles Marathon.

2

LONG TERM MITIGATION
All city adaptation strategies reviewed included increased
tree canopy as a long term strategy for mitigating climate
hazards, particularly extreme heat. In an interview, Dr. Vivek
Shandas—who co-authored a 2020 study which linked historic
racist housing policy to unequal exposure to extreme heat
across multiple cities—emphasized both the need to prioritize
previously under-invested neighborhoods and plan for longterm maintenance. The City of Seattle is attempting to mitigate
such disparities by prioritizing tree planting in “focus areas”
identified by an environmental equity assessment. Planting
programs should take measures to avoid “green
gentrification,” and avoid trees that burden communities with
excess maintenance (e.g. fruit trees) or pollen (produced by
male trees of certain species), as cautioned in the interview
with Dr. C.N.E. Corbin. Finally, the failure of many cities (at
home and abroad) to meet their tree-planting pledge goals
reinforces the importance of maintenance programs, as well as
public outreach to private landowners—with research in Los
Angeles showing some benefit to adopting a more targeted
Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) approach.5,6
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KEY FINDINGS
3

PUBLIC AWARENESS AND
INVOLVEMENT
All of the reviewed city adaptation strategies
acknowledged a need to increase public awareness
of climate change risks and available support, with
some strategies including actions promoting public
involvement in adaptation planning and response
efforts as well. In an interview with David Goldberg from
Seattle (where climate change conversations included
talking about affordable housing), he advocated for
connecting climate change to relatable issues, such
as public health—and that alliances be built within the
public health community for this purpose. To help frame
public outreach for its Climate Action Plan update,
the City of Shoreline engaged a panel of Community
Advisors, which produced innovative recommendations
for reaching a wider audience, such as hiring multilingual
high school students to conduct door-to-door surveys
for school credit. To promote public involvement in
adaptation planning and work, the Climate Ready Boston
plan envisioned including residents in developing
neighborhood-scale adaptation plans through Local
Climate Resilience Committees.

18 |

4

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
A growing body of research shows that governmentprovided disaster recovery funds favor middle and
higher-income households.7 Climate Ready Boston
includes an action to evaluate the current insurance
landscape for flooding. For Boston, this includes
identifying any affordability challenges for property
owners participating in the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP), and evaluating strategies to help them
respond to major increases in insurance premiums.
The need to consider communities least equipped
for bouncing back from disaster was echoed in the
conversation with Dr. Vivek Shandas—and would require
further research into neighborhoods’ exposure to
flooding, accounting for projected future conditions.

5. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Source: Jodi Mescher (Hatch Planning)
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PROCESS
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Small Group Conversations

•

five small group conversations (focus groups)
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Map 5. Map showing the locations of community engagement activities.

The project team’s goal was to determine the needs,
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KEY FINDINGS
1

Most community members had negative experiences during severe weather
events - the wildfire smoke of 2020 and heat wave of 2021. Negative experiences were due to a loss of work time, discomfort and health issues, the
canceling of events, and more.

2

Aside from severe heat and wildfire smoke, participants also worried about
snowy and icy weather events, and particularly the power outages and
difficulty of travel that comes with those events.

3

Fig. 4. Jamie Shalvey engages community members at Fisher Basin Park.

“I live in a small, older home that has no
centralized HVAC system. We only had an
in-window AC Unit that we could not run with
good consciousness because the filter was
just turning black” - Survey Response

Participants identified several circumstances that made it more difficult to
deal with severe weather events. These included:
• Lack of air conditioning or air purification
• Lack of access to a car
• Lack of communication within the community and to the community
from authorities regarding preparedness for severe weather
• Need to work outside during severe weather events
• The effect of COVID-19 on the availability of indoor, air conditioned
public spaces
• Lack of resources for people with disabilities during severe weather
events

Fig. 5. Jodi Mescher ready to engage the community at Bagley Park.

“Vancouver is pretty good about trees in
public spaces, but more street and parking
lot trees are required to reduce urban heat
island effect.” - Survey Response
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KEY FINDINGS
4

While many residents do feel prepared for future heat waves and other events,

“It would be good to have a list of specific
locations for evacuations that the public can
have access to in case of fires, earthquakes,
flooding. Cooling shelters would be a
welcome addition to green spaces.” - Survey
Response

they expressed serious concerns about the safety and well-being of their
neighbors and community.
Many participants had ideas for how the city can help them in the future, including

5

providing resources to help households have alternative energy sources in the
event of power outages, the creation of cooling and warming shelters, creating
community-led disaster drills to help people understand how to stay safe and
prepared, and prioritizing low-income or houseless people in city policy to ensure
their safety.

6

Some physical elements that community members would like to see include
water features such as splash pads, urban gardens and fruit trees, more tree
coverage, and community centers or public spaces for neighbors to connect

Fig. 6. Jai Daniels discusses climate adaptation at the Vancouver Farmer’s
Market.

with one another.

7

Participants cited the need for community education on environmental issues
and sustainability through programming and incentives, including conferences,
talks, and videos that share the importance of sustainability as well as
other educational materials. Participants, particularly those in small group
conversations, also saw a need for increased public engagement about this
issue.

Fig. 7. Jai Daniels, Trevor Luu, and members of Clark College’s
Environmental Club discuss climate adaptation at Marshall Park.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Source: My Family Guide
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GOALS FRAMEWORK
A series of policy recommendations under six topics were
created to help Vancouver respond to climate change in an
equitable way. The goal underpinning this work is listed below:

How to read this guide:
Climate Risks Addressed:

Vancouver will lift up all
residents to prepare and
respond to the impacts of
climate change by fostering
community connectivity,
creating resilient places,
and broadening access to
community resources.

Extreme Heat

Flooding

Wildfires

Poor Air Quality

Snow/Ice

Food Security

Emergency
Management

Public Health

Implementation Timeline:

The recommendations include action items, which climate risks
are addressed, the lead and supporting agencies responsible
for implementation, the implementation timeline, and anticipated
resource needs. Some of the recommendations connect directly
to the Climate Action Plan’s (CAP) goals, which have been

Short

included to emphasize the strategy’s importance.
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Medium

Long

Resource Needs:

Low

Medium

High

FOCUS AREAS FOR
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Climate Adaptation Strategy identifies six focus areas to assist Vancouver residents to adapt to climate change:

1

Climate-Ready
Communities

4

Land Use & the Built
Environment

Provide essential services
for communities to increase
resiliency, and expand and
increase inclusive access to
services. Cultivate community
connections to build resilient
communities.

Implement sustainable land use
policies to address changing
climate conditions. Promote
building and development
standards for public and private
facilities.

2

Communication &
Education

5

Food Security

Increase community-wide
awareness of climate adaptation
strategies and available
resources. Foster communication
and collaboration between the
City and residents, and among
residents and community
organizations.

Increase equitable access to
food in the face of rising food
prices and insecurity. Promote
self-sufficiency through local food
production.

3

Green Infrastructure

6

Governance

Bolster green infrastructure in the
urban environment that reduces
the urban heat island effects and
mitigates poor air quality. Install
green infrastructure in the built
environment to increase the
resiliency of structures.

Institutionalize climate
adaptation strategies among City
departments.
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Recommendations
Improve and increase access to cooling centers,
clean air quality centers, and other resource
centers during extreme climate events.
Engage more community members in emergency
response efforts.
Install heat mitigating structures within existing
public areas.
Review and coordinate existing public safety
efforts to ensure support of communities facing
climate risks.
Support safe environments at home and work
during extreme climate events.

RECOMMENDATIONS MATRIX

Promote community understanding of and
engagement with climate change adaptation
through training and education, building on past
City efforts such as “Map your Neighborhood.”
Increase public awareness of existing services
related to climate change adaptation.
Increase public awareness of health and safety
precautions in the event of extreme climate events.
Increase green space and tree plantings in
identified heat islands and in areas with poor air
quality.
Increase the adaptability of public buildings.
Update building and development codes to
increase adaptability of non-public buildings.
Increase funding mechanisms for climate
adaptation and mitigation programs.
Promote renewable energy within the built
environment.
Research alternative, climate resilient building
materials.
Collaborate with local higher education
institutions to develop strategies to reduce
flooding on transit routes and in parks.
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Climate Risk Addressed

Implementation Timeline

Resource Needs

Recommendations

Climate Risk Addressed

Implementation Timeline

Resource Needs

Promote other forms of green infrastructure,
especially in places suffering from extreme heat.
Prioritize investment in areas that have lower
property values. Green infrastructure investments
should be coordinated with affordable housing
and other policies to avoid impacts of green
gentrification and related displacement.
Implement land use planning policies for flood
mitigation.
Support food security.

RECOMMENDATIONS MATRIX

Consider opportunities to combine adaptation and
food security efforts, such as through increasing
the urban tree canopy with plantings of fruit and
nut trees when/where appropriate. Plantings
should be coordinated with fruit and nut tree
maintenance education programs (e.g. plantings
on public school properties) to relieve burden on
Public Works.
Standardize definitions of heat advisory and heat
emergency events based on best practices in
the field. Ensure definitions used, whether from
the National Weather Service or Severe Weather
Working Group (facilitated by Council for the
Homeless) meet the needs of the most vulnerable
populations.
Coordinate with City and County to incorporate
projected climate risks into future hazard plans.
Continue pursuing updates to FEMA’s National
Flood Insurance Program flood risk maps (last
updated 2012), and advocate for improvements
to their mapping that accounts for climate change
projections through members of Congress.
Consider evaluating affordability of NFIP and other
flood insurance.
Build on research conducted for this strategy to
confirm areas to prioritize for climate adaptation
investments, and conduct vulnerability assessment
to better define local risks.
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CLIMATE-READY COMMUNITIES
Action Item 1: Continue working with the Clark Regional Emergency Services Agency (CRESA) and community organizations to facilitate access to
cooling centers and shelters during extreme heat events. Support and evaluate accessibility (e.g. allow pets, plan for indoor play spaces). Consider
supplementing Vancouver Parks’ outdoor water play areas with misting stations and other heat management tactics as well.
Action Item 2: Pilot a program with local businesses to serve as cooling centers.
Action Item 3: Retrofit existing community assets as clean air and cooling shelters. Look into the use of FEMA hazard mitigation grants for this purpose.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: Clark Regional
Emergency Services Agency
(CRESA)

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Enhance resilience of
overburdened communities

Supporting Partners: Parks,
Recreation & Cultural Services,
Vancouver Public Schools,
Vancouver Public Libraries,
Local Businesses

Community Priority

Recommendation A
Improve and increase access to cooling centers, clean air quality centers, and other resource centers during extreme climate events.

Recommendation B
Engage more community members in emergency response efforts.
Action Item 1: Develop a volunteer support program at the neighborhood level with a Neighborhood Association Response Team, based on the existing
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) curriculum. Neighborhood Association Response Teams should be organized by neighborhood associations, but
open to alignment by affinity groups given past challenges in neighborhood recruitment.
Action Item 2: Pilot neighborhood scale program encouraging residents to check on their neighbors during extreme climate events.
Action Item 3: Fund liaisons in communities identified as vulnerable to strengthen their relationships with the city.
Action Item 4: Continue to support pre-disaster work through the City’s and Neighborhood Association’s involvement in Community Organizations Active in
Disasters (COAD). During large-scale disasters, leverage volunteer response via COAD members with large volunteer groups.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s
Office
Supporting Partners: Community
Organizations Active in Disasters,
Clark Rregional Emergency
Services Agency (CRESA),
Emergency Management, Public
Works
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Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs

CLIMATE-READY COMMUNITIES
Recommendation C
Install heat mitigating structures within existing public areas.

Action Item 1: Install splash pads at parks within proximity to priority neighborhoods.
Action Item 2: Increase public swimming facilities, such as public pools. Additional measures should be taken to evaluate the cost and benefits of increased
swimming facilities as a heat protection tool.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: Public Works
Supporting Partners: Planning,
Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Enhance resilience of
overburdened communities

Recommendation D
Review and coordinate existing public safety efforts to ensure support of communities facing climate risks.
Action Item 1: Prior to anticipated extreme heat events, initiate a staff review of public safety procedures to recognize and respond to the physical and behavioral
signs of heat-related illness.
Action Item 2: Coordinate with local health departments to address impacts of poor air quality on frontline communities.
Action Item 3: Coordinate internal city training with first responders on how to manage an influx of domestic violence calls during heat waves.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office

Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs

Supporting Partners: Clark County Public
Health, Vancouver Police Department,
Vancouver Fire Department
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CLIMATE-READY COMMUNITIES
Recommendation E
Support safe environments at home and work during extreme climate events.

Action Item 2: Prioritize assistance for frontline communities, including assistance with utility bills (mandated by WA’s Clean Energy Transformation
Act), and subsidies for thermal window treatments, weatherization, energy efficient AC, and air filtration fans or systems.8 Consider a range of options
for subsidizing AC, e.g. advocating in the state’s next Medicaid plan application for flexibility in using Washington Apple Health plan funds for this
purpose.
Action Item 3: Build on momentum of WA State Building Code Council’s requirement for heat pumps in new businesses and apartments starting 2023
by working with landlords to promote safe conditions in existing rental properties, by requiring that landlords allow renters to install AC. Consider
subsidies for thermal window treatments, weatherization, energy efficient AC, and air filtration fans or systems.
Action Item 4: Support living wages and training programs for workers supporting energy efficiency, heating/cooling installation, and related work.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: Planning
Supporting Partners:
Clark Public Utilities, Northwest
Natural, Washington Department
of Commerce (Weatherization
Plus Health program), Workforce
Southwest Washington,
Washington Department of Health
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Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Increase use and storage
of renewable energy while
reducing consumption

Community Priority

Action Item 1: Mandate air conditioning (AC) and air filtration systems in select public-facing government buildings. Buildings providing services to
frontline communities should be prioritized for retrofits, including community centers, senior centers, and public schools.

COMMUNICATION & EDUCATION
Recommendation A
Promote community understanding of and engagement with climate change adaptation through training and education, building on past City efforts such as
“Map your Neighborhood.”
Action Item 1: Organize family-friendly trainings on topics related to adaptation, such as urban gardening and household emergency preparedness.
Action Item 2: Organize outreach programs promoting efforts connected to city adaptation work, such as urban tree planting. Consider innovative best practices,
such as hiring students to create promotional videos in multiple languages and providing a template for residents to create comics about how they cope with
extreme heat.
Action Item 3: Promote non-AC methods of cooling through public education efforts.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: Parks, Recreation &
Cultural Services, City Manager’s
Office, Community Development

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Supporting Partners: Loo Wit Sierra
Club

Related CAP Goals
Have recycling and composting
education and outreach

Action Item 1: Compile list of locations residents can go to access resources in extreme climate events. Make the list available in multiple languages,
post to city website, and conduct targeted outreach to vulnerable populations (e.g. by reaching out to multi-family and mobile home property
managers).
Action Item 2: Include information about first responders’ training in responding to extreme climate events, and how they can help.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s
Office
Supporting Partners: 211
Information

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Enhance resilience of
overburdened communities
through comprehensive
outreach and education

Community Priority

Recommendation B
Increase public awareness of existing services related to climate change adaptation.
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COMMUNICATION & EDUCATION
Recommendation C
Increase public awareness of health and safety precautions in the event of extreme climate events.
Action Item 1: Determine improvements needed for existing alert systems (CRESA’s Everbridge emergency alert system and TV/radio alerts), such as language
accessibility (and needs for specific populations, such as the houseless), to comply with state requirements for providing materials in local primary languages,
and build on existing systems through partnerships and additional resources for this work.
Action Item 2: Provide information on how to be safe during climate events and emergency transportation routes.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: Clark Rregional Emergency
Services Agency (CRESA)
Supporting Partners: Emergency Management,
City Manager’s Office
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Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Action Item 1: Expand community-wide programs for planting and maintaining urban tree canopy through coordinating the city’s Treefund program with
tree maintenance education. Evaluate programs for accessibility, given inequities and failures of many cities’ tree planting programs.
Action Item 2: Continue research and updating approved street tree list including appropriate species for climate change.
Action Item 3: Encourage residents to incorporate native plants in home gardens. Include approved native plants in the city’s Treefund Program, and
incorporate native plants in public green spaces.

Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Planning, Public Works
Supporting : Parks, Recreation
& Cultural Services, Friends of Trees,
Arbor Day Foundation, Vancouver
Urban Forestry, WSU Master Gardener
Program, Backyard Habitat Program

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Increase carbon storage in
trees and soil

Community Priority

Recommendation A
Increase green space and tree plantings in identified heat islands and in areas with poor air quality.

Recommendation B
Promote other forms of green infrastructure, especially in places suffering from extreme heat. Prioritize investment in areas that have lower property values.
Green infrastructure investments should be coordinated with affordable housing and other policies to avoid impacts of green gentrification and related
displacement.
Action Item 1: Require new large developments to incorporate strategies to mitigate heat island effects. This could include living or green roofs, white roofs, and
solar-ready hook-ups.
Action Item 2: Lead by example through CAP’s development of a Green Building Policy for City-owned and occupied buildings.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Economic Prosperity and
Housing Department
Supporting Partners: Vancouver Housing
Authority

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Increase use and storage of
renewable energy while reducing
consumption
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LAND USE & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Recommendation A
Increase the adaptability of public buildings.

Action Item 1: For city owned buildings (especially community centers and libraries) assess the need for passive and active cooling and resilience retrofits by
considering impacts of increasing heat and higher nightime temps on operations budgets.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Public Works
Supporting Partners: City Manager’s
Office

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Prioritize climate action in
City operations and allocate
resources needed to achieve
climate goals.

Recommendation B
Update building and development codes to increase adaptability of non-public buildings.
Action Item 1: Add National Housing Standards to technical codes to establish adequate home systems.
Action Item 2: Require and/or incentivize awnings for new commercial buildings.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Community and Economic
Development

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Supporting Partners: City Manager’s
Office

Related CAP Goals
Increase the energy efficiency
of existing and future buildings
and develop a green building
strategy.

Recommendation C
Promote renewable energy within the built environment as a potential means of backup power and utility bill reduction.
Action Item 1: Develop minimum standards for insulation and efficiency of windows.
Action Item 2: Develop standards for minimum energy generation of solar panels.
Action Item 3: In partnership with CBOs, seek funding for community scale renewable energy production and storage projects to serve as resilience hubs in the
event of power outages.
Climate Risk
Addressed
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Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office
Supporting Partners: Clark Public
Utilities, Washington State Department of
Commerce

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Low-carbon energy use and
resilience

LAND USE & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Recommendation D
Research alternative, climate resilient building materials.
Action Item 1: Evaluate impacts of dark asphalt shingle roofs, cool colors/covers over public spaces & asphalt, permeable parking lots, and consider reflective
materials that absorb less heat in new buildings.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Public Works
Supporting Partners: City Manager’s
Office, Community and Economic
Development

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Increase the energy efficiency
of existing and future buildings
and develop a green building
strategy.

Recommendation E
Implement land use planning policies for flood mitigation.
Action Item 1: Periodically review whether existing national, state, and local (County floodplain permits; City’s Low Impact Development Code, Critical Areas
Ordinance) regulations on building in flood hazard areas meet local needs.
Action Item 2: Consider building on existing guidelines by establishing a flood protection overlay zone and developing design guidelines to address flood risk for
new and existing buildings.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Planning, Community and
Economic Development
Supporting Partners: City Manager’s
Office

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Improve ecosystem resilience.
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FOOD SECURITY
Recommendation A
Support food security.
Action Item 1: Continue supporting programs such as SNAP match funding at farmer’s markets. Expand promotion of SNAP matching programs to low-income
communities.
Action Item 2: Establish a network to divert food waste to food banks and summer lunch programs ahead of new law to curb food waste HB 1799.
Action Item 3: Expand the community gardening program to meet increasing demand (all plots filled 2022) and interest in multiple plots.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Washington State
Department of Health

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Supporting Partners: Parks, Recreation &
Cultural Services, Faith Organizations

Related CAP Goals
Build a more community-driven,
circular economy.

Recommendation B
Consider opportunities to combine adaptation and food security efforts, such as through increasing the urban tree canopy with plantings of fruit and nut
trees when/where appropriate. Plantings should be coordinated with fruit and nut tree maintenance education programs (e.g. plantings on public school
properties) to relieve burden on Public Works.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: Public Works (Urban
Forestry)
Supporting Partners: Vancouver Public
Schools
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Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Mainstream sustainability at the
City, including staff capacity.

GOVERNANCE

Recommendation A
Increase funding mechanisms for climate adaptation and mitigation programs.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Mainstream sustainability at the
City, including staff capacity.

Recommendation B
Standardize definitions of heat advisory and heat emergency events based on best practices in the field. Ensure definitions used, whether from the National
Weather Service or elsewhere, meet the needs of the most vulnerable populations.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office

Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs

Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs

Supporting Partners: Clark Regional Emergency
Services Agency (CRESA), Council for the Homeless’
Severe Weather Working Group
Recommendation C
Coordinate with City and County to incorporate projected climate risks into future hazard plans.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office
Supporting Partners: Clark County

Recommendation D
Continue pursuing updates to FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Program flood risk maps (last updated 2012), and advocate for improvements to their
mapping that accounts for climate change projections through members of Congress. Consider evaluating affordability of NFIP and other flood insurance.
Climate Risk Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office, Clark Regional
Emergency Services Agency (CRESA)

Implementation Timeline

Anticipated Resource Needs
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GOVERNANCE
Recommendation F
Collaborate with local higher education institutions to develop strategies to support climate adaptation, such as reducing flooding on transit routes and in
parks.
Climate Risk
Addressed

Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office,
Public Works

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Supporting Partners: Clark College,
Washington State University, Portland
State University

Related CAP Goals
Improve ecosystem resilience;
and expand and improve the
bicycle, pedestrian, and transit
networks.

Recommendation G
Utilize research conducted for this strategy and the regional Social Vulnerability Tools Project (SVT) of the Regional Disaster Preparedness Organization to
confirm areas to prioritize for climate adaptation investments, and conduct vulnerability assessments to better define local risks, in partnership with other
efforts, such as Public Works’ tracking of surface level flooding.
Climate Risk
Addressed
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Lead Agency: City Manager’s Office
Supporting Partners: Regional Disaster
Preparedness Organization (RDPO)

Implementation
Timeline

Anticipated Resource
Needs

Related CAP Goals
Enhance resilience of
overburdened communities.

ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
TO CONSIDER
•

Integrate greenspace through the city with trees, protected wetlands, and conserved natural areas—potentially by applying
for grants through the state’s Floodplains by Design program, if appropriate, and through engagement in the County Buildable
Lands Inventory, which assumes 50% of critical areas will develop.9

•

Use parks holistically as part of the larger urban fabric (e.g., store backup generators in a stage).

•

Explore compensation for workers unable to work during extreme conditions.

•

Partner with developers to build and manage micro-housing, and other middle-housing options, that will withstand extreme

•

climate.
Explore options for indoor entertainment facilities targeted towards youth.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT
•

Frame community conversations around public health to reach people.

•

Consider innovative community-lead outreach techniques, such as partnering with multilingual students to conduct surveys for
school credit.

•

Improve communication between City and Spanish-speaking communities and other non-English speaking communities.

•

Engage with and compensate community liaisons to inform further outreach.

•

Promote BeHeard Vancouver to a wider audience to increase awareness of ongoing City projects and spur increased
involvement from underrepresented groups.
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Appendix A. Existing Conditions Memo

TO:

Rebecca Small and Aaron Lande

FROM:

Hatch Planning

DATE:

March 30, 2022, Updated May 16, 2022

RE:

Existing Conditions Memo

1. Project Overview
Vancouver, Washington is located on the Columbia River in the heart of the Pacific
Northwest with access to the Cascade Mountain Range and the Columbia River
Gorge National Scenic Area to the east. The city is the fourth largest in
Washington, with a population of over 190,000, and is steadily growing.
The City of Vancouver has become increasingly concerned about the impacts of
climate change on its residents in recent years. In 2008, the City conducted a
community greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) inventory to establish the baseline
carbon footprint of the community as a whole, in order to plan for long-term GHG
reductions. However, no climate plan was formally adopted as a result of these
studies. The City conducted another inventory in the fall of 2020, which revealed
that the city had experienced a 14 percent decline in GHG emissions since 2008,
but would see GHGs rise again in future years along with population growth. This
finding sparked more serious conversations about GHG reductions with City
Council beginning that fall. In July 2021, the City Council directed staff to pursue a
pathway to zero carbon emissions for municipal operations and the rest of the
community by 2040. In order to achieve this goal—more progressive than most
cities—the City of Vancouver is currently developing a Climate Action Plan (CAP)
to guide emissions reductions, slated for adoption in summer 2022. In order to
address resident needs for living with climate change in the face of increased
extreme weather events, a future phase of the CAP will focus on adaptation, using
this strategy as a springboard. With the city facing extreme heat, air quality issues,
and flooding events, it is imperative that an adaptation plan designed by and for
the community is set in place.
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2. Community Context
The population of Vancouver, at 190,915 in 2020, grew faster than the state as a
whole since 2010, with an 18 percent growth rate in the city versus 15 percent for
the state.1 Looking ahead, Clark County’s population is projected to grow
anywhere from 15 to 62 percent by 2040 (with the high-end projection
representing a county population of 762,469), along with a growing proportion of
residents aged 65 and over by 2040 (increasing from 14 percent in 2015 to 22
percent by 2040).2
The age distribution for Vancouver, with 21 percent of residents in 2019 under age
18 and 16 percent aged 65 and over, closely mirrored that of the state (at 22 and
16 percent, respectively).3
The share of Vancouver’s population identifying as a race other than white, at 31
percent, is comparable to the state (33 percent), and up from 19 percent in 2010.
Together, those who identify as “Some other race” and “Two or more races”
accounted for 19 percent of the city’s population, with the next largest group being
those who identify as “Asian alone” at 5 percent (see Fig. 1). In 2020, a higher
proportion of Vancouver residents (16 percent) identified as Hispanic or Latino,
compared with 14 percent in Washington (see Fig. 2).

1

2020 and 2010 Decennial Census, Table P1
WA Office of Financial Management Growth Management Act Population Projections for Counties 2010 to 2040
3
American Community Survey 1-Year Estimate, 2019, Table B01001
2
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Median household income in 2019 was $66,679, below $78,687 for the state of
Washington.4 Fifty-one percent of people in Vancouver are cost-burdened, and
around 48% of people living in Vancouver rent versus own their homes.5 There are
around 500-600 unhoused people living in Vancouver as of 2020.6

3. Challenges and Opportunities
A)Challenges
The City of Vancouver has had a difficult time engaging historically
underrepresented populations, not unlike other municipalities across the country.
Many of these underrepresented populations are most at risk to the impacts of
climate change, which in this region include severe urban heat, lower air quality
from wildfires, and flooding.

a) Reaching underrepresented populations.
Historically, the City of Vancouver has been unable to reach certain populations in
community engagement efforts. Some local community-based organizations are
not engaged with City planning processes despite invitations from the City, while
some organizations or groups have not been reached at all.

b) Climate-related hazards.
The urban heat island effect is a result of dense concentrations of pavement,
buildings, and other surfaces that absorb and retain heat, and this effect can
negatively impact Vancouver residents by increasing energy costs, air pollution
levels, and heat-related illnesses and mortality.7
In recent years, wildfire events have impacted the region by increasing exposure
to poor air quality as a result of wildfire smoke. Poor air quality can exacerbate
conditions such as asthma.
Increased frequency of flooding due to climate change is expected for Vancouver
and the rest of the state, which can have dire implications for lower income
4

American Community Survey 1-Year Estimate, 2019, Table S1903
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate, 2020, Table DP04
6
Observations from the City’s Homeless Assistance and Resources Team (HART)
7
EPA, “Reduce Urban Heat Island Effect,” United States Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.,
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/reduce-urban-heat-island-effect#:~:text=%22Urban%20heat%20islands%22%20occur%20w
hen,heat%2Drelated%20illness%20and%20mortality.
5
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populations and small businesses who are often uninsured and unable to recover
quickly.8
These disasters can compound one another. For instance, “dry and warm
conditions increase the risk of wildfires, which damage the soil and set the stage
for later landslides and flooding.”9

B) Opportunities
Despite the challenges Vancouver faces, the city is well-positioned to strengthen
its climate adaptation efforts in order to not only help residents survive climate
change impacts, but thrive.

a) Build on the momentum of past climate work, COVID-19 pandemic response,
and support from City Council.
The City developed a Climate Roadmap in 2021 that built a solid foundation for
the CAP and climate adaptation plan. The City Council is supportive of climate
work and has set ambitious climate goals that are focused on improving the
quality of life for all people in Vancouver. After the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
there has been more momentum for investing in emergency response.

b) Work with the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion department.
The City recently welcomed its first Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI)
in 2021. The director can provide insight on how best to engage diverse
communities in Vancouver.

c) Connect with existing community centers and neighborhood associations.
Vancouver has a strong network of neighborhood associations with 69 officially
recognized neighborhood associations that span over 95 percent of the city's
population and geography.10 The city also has two community centers that are
active and integral parts of the community. These can provide starting points or
deeper connections with underrepresented communities.

8

Washington State Department of Ecology, “RiskMAP Business Plan Update,” 2016,
https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/6b/6bb6ff88-cf29-42e2-a68d-81075327f0ff.pdf.
9
Amir AghaKouchak, et al., “How Do Natural Hazards Cascade to Cause Disasters?” Nature Publishing Group, 2018,
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06783-6.
10
City of Vancouver. “Neighborhoods,” n.d., https://www.cityofvancouver.us/cmo/page/neighborhoods.
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d) Access to public transportation and green space.
Vancouver offers an expanding public transportation system, including bus-rapid
transit. The city has 1,600 acres of park land, including 90 parks and 20 natural
areas—and 73 percent of its residents live within a ten-minute walk of a park.11
These assets can be utilized to help Vancouver residents adapt to the changing
climate.

4.Communities in Vancouver Most Impacted by
Climate Change
A)Conceptual Framework for Climate Risk
In Vancouver, the most at-risk populations were determined by looking at the
existing climate-related hazards that Vancouver faces, along with the exposure
and vulnerability of different communities within the city. Figure 3 explains the
difference between exposure and vulnerability, and how a community’s risk is
informed by the intersection of exposure, vulnerability, and climate-related
hazards.

11

Trust for Public Land, “Proximity Analysis”, n.d., https://www.tpl.org/city/vancouver-washington.
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Figure 4 explores ways populations are more exposed to climate-related hazards
based on where they live and work, and other settings. Generally, those who live
in the urban heat island, floodplains, or neighborhoods with poor air quality, work
outside, or spend time in certain institutional settings such as informal daycares
may have higher exposure to climate change-related hazards. On top of this,
vulnerability, or the “the extent to which an individual or community will be
adversely affected when experiencing a climate-related hazard,” can be increased
by different factors such as race and ethnicity.12

B) Climate-Related Hazards
a) Extreme heat.
Average annual temperatures have increased in Washington since the late 1800’s,
by almost 1.8°F from 1895–2017. These warmer average temperatures have
contributed to an increase in extreme heat events. In June of 2021, an extreme
heat dome event caused temperatures to reach a record 115°F and resulted in
several heat-related deaths. The number of days above 90°F is projected to
12

UW Climate Impacts Group, UW Department of Environmental and
Occupational Health Sciences, Front and Centered and Urban@UW, “An Unfair Share: Exploring
the disproportionate risks from climate change facing Washington state communities,” 2018.
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increase by 67 percent by the middle of the century, assuming a global warming
of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, which is a best-case scenario and only
achievable with deep reductions in CO2 gas and other greenhouse gas emissions
in the coming decades.

b) Low air quality.
For western Washington, the number of high fire danger days, or days with
100-hour fuel moisture below historical levels, is projected to increase to 48 days
by the 2050s, up from 36 days for 1971 to 2000.13 In addition to increased direct
exposure to wildfires, Vancouver residents will be increasingly exposed to health
threats due to wildfire smoke from throughout the northwest with “airborne
particulate levels from wildfires projected to increase 160 percent by mid-century
under a lower scenario” in the northwest region.14

c) Flood risks.
Vancouver is susceptible to both riverine and flash (or “urban” flooding), with
projected increases in heavy rainfall events and higher river levels due to
increased snowmelt and sea level rise (the Columbia River experiences tidal
influence all the way to the Bonneville Dam, over 40 miles east of the city).15 While
the FEMA-defined floodplain maps used in this report reveal different areas’
exposure to riverine flooding, urban flooding can happen in any developed
landscape. Exposure to urban flooding is less documented and understood, yet a
growing threat across the country.16

C) Exposure Based on Residence
Spatial analysis helped determine neighborhoods that have higher exposure to
the hazards of extreme heat, flooding, and hazardous air quality based on their
exposure to the urban heat island effect, location in or proximity to floodplains,
and level of air pollution.

a) Extreme heat.

13

UW Climate Impacts Group, “Managing Western Washington Wildfire Risk in a Changing Climate: Workshop Summary,” 2018,
https://cig.uw.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/12/Managing-Western-Washington-Wildfire-Risk-in-a-Changing-Climate.pdf.
14
Fourth National Climate Assessment, “Northwest Chapter,” 2018,
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/downloads/NCA4_Ch24_Northwest_Full.pdf.
15
UW Climate Impacts Group, 2018.
16
University of Maryland and Texas A&M University, “The Growing Threat of Urban Flooding,” 2018,
https://cdr.umd.edu/sites/cdr.umd.edu/files/resource_documents/COMPRESSEDurban-flooding-report-online-compressed-0319.pdf.
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The hottest neighborhoods in Vancouver are concentrated along major arterial
roads, such as Fourth Plain Boulevard and East Mill Plain; and in industrial areas,
such as Columbia Way in the south (see Fig. 5). Cooler areas include park spaces
along Burnt Bridge Creek in central Vancouver; the south-central neighborhoods
of Edgewood Park, South Cliff, and Dubois Park; the eastern neighborhoods of
Ellsworth Springs to Bella Vista along the Columbia River; and portions of
inner-west neighborhoods, from Northwest South to Hough (see Fig. 5).

b) Low air quality.
The State Department of Health developed an air quality index with community
partners that ranks census tracts on a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being the highest
level of exposure) for their exposure to a combination of diesel emissions, ozone,
PM 2.5, and traffic and toxic releases. Most of the city—particularly between
Interstate-5 and Interstate-205—ranks 8 to 10 on the air quality index (see Fig. 6).

c) Flood risks.
Flood hazard areas, defined as areas with a 1 percent annual chance of a flood,
are concentrated throughout the Fruit Valley and West Hazel Dell neighborhoods
in the west; along the Columbia River in the Columbia Way neighborhood in the
south; and along Burnt Bridge Creek in Meadow Homes and Ogden in central
Vancouver and North Image and Burnt Bridge Creek in the east (see Fig. 7).

D) Neighborhoods with Vulnerable Populations
Vulnerability can be associated with particular socioeconomic indicators. In 2021,
Vancouver developed an equity index to help prioritize investments of federal
COVID-19 recovery funds. This index mapped factors including communities of
color, groups holding less than a Bachelor’s degree, renter populations, people
aged 65 years and older, households with children, and median family income.
Most vulnerable neighborhoods (score of 17-20) are concentrated in north Central
Vancouver (Fourth Plain Village, Bagley Downs, Meadow Homes, VanMall); Fruit
Valley in the west; and in the east: Kevanna Park, West Image and North Image,
Cascade Highlands and east Mountain View (see Fig. 8).
Vancouver is generally younger (under 18 population above 26 percent) in the
Fourth Plain Corridor neighborhoods; Fruit Valley; and the Fisher’s Landing area
(see Fig. 9). Even though youth are not part of the vulnerable populations as
described here, younger generations will see the impact of climate change the
most and are historically underrepresented in public engagement processes.
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Census tracts with over 19 percent of residents over the age of 65 include Van
Mall in central Vancouver; many central neighborhoods south of Fourth Plain
Boulevard; and in southeastern neighborhoods from Riveridge to Fairway/164th
Avenue (see Fig. 10). The majority of residents who are aged 65 years and older
and live alone reside in Fairway/164th Avenue and Van Mall—containing census
tracts with the highest counts for this population group (estimates of 920 and 811,
respectively) in Clark County.17
As previously mentioned, the city is continuing to become more diverse. Hispanic
or Latino populations (above 16 percent) are focused in north Central Vancouver
(in Rose Village, Fourth Plain Village, Bagley Downs, Meadow Homes,
Maplewood neighborhoods); parts of Northwood south to Vancouver Heights in
central Vancouver; Fruit Valley in the west; and Kevanna Park, Parkside/Parkway
East, Mountain View and Cascade Highlands in the east (see Fig. 11).
Asian populations (above 6 percent) are more concentrated in east Vancouver,
including Burton Evergreen south to East Mill Plain, and Bennington south to
Village at Fisher’s Landing and Fishers Creek; and in central Vancouver in the
Vancouver Heights area (see Fig. 12).
The second and third most commonly spoken languages at home in Vancouver
are Spanish and Russian, Polish, or another Slavic language. Around 6,800
Spanish speakers and 3,200 Russian, Polish, or Slavic language speakers spoke
English less than “very well” in 2019.18 Neighborhoods from Ogden through East
Mill Plain in east-central Vancouver have the highest rates of other Indo-European
languages spoken at home (see Fig. 13).
Indigenous communities do not constitute a significant proportion of the city’s
population. However, they may also be prioritized for outreach given their
historical connection to the land that Vancouver is now situated on, their generally
higher exposure to hazards, and the potential for climate change to impact cultural
traditions.
The highest-poverty tracts (17 percent and above) are spread through north
central neighborhoods from Rose Village to Oakbrook; in west neighborhoods of
Fruit Valley, Esther Short, and Hough; and in the east: Kevanna Park,
Landover-Shamel, Fircrest and East Mill Plain (see Fig. 14).
17
18

American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate, 2019, Table B09021
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate, 2019, Table C16001
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5. Target Populations for Engagement
Based on the existing conditions analysis, the following groups and
neighborhoods have been identified as target populations for community
engagement.

A)Vulnerability by Group
● Communities of color, particularly Hispanic or Latino
● High-poverty groups
● Linguistically isolated groups, particularly Spanish and Russian or Eastern
European language-speakers
● Youth, particularly those in informal daycares
● Seniors, particularly those living alone
● Houseless, including Safe Stay communities
● Manual or outside laborers, especially farmers, landscapers, and trades
organizations
● People with disabilities and transit-dependent residents

B) Vulnerability by Neighborhood
● Fruit Valley and West Hazel Dell (Hispanic and Latino, high rates of Spanish
speaking at home, high poverty, high percentage of youth, flooding)
● Neighborhoods along Fourth Plain Boulevard Corridor, particularly Bagley
Downs and Meadow Homes (Hispanic and Latino, high rates of Spanish
speaking at home, high poverty, high percentage of youth, severe heat,
some potential for flooding risks, air quality), and VanMall (high percentage
of seniors living alone)
● Ogden and Oakbrook neighborhoods (high percentage other
Indo-European languages spoken at home, high poverty, high percentage
of youth, flooding, air quality)
● Neighborhoods along East Mill Plain Boulevard, particularly:19
○ East Mill Plain, Cascade Highlands: Hispanic and Latino, high
poverty, severe heat
○ Fairway/164th Ave: high percentage seniors living alone, air quality
○ Village at Fishers Landing, Fishers Creek: Asian, high rates of Asian
languages spoken at home, high percentage of youth, air quality
19

While Fairway/164th Ave and Village at Fishers Landing and Fishers Creek are higher-income neighborhoods, they are included for
their densities of seniors living alone and high rates of Asian languages spoken at home, in addition to other factors listed.
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6.Conclusion
Vancouver is already dealing with extreme heat, lower air quality, and flood events
and the city will continue to deal with these challenges in the coming years, which
will continue to disproportionately impact lower-income communities,
communities of color, outdoor workers, and other vulnerable groups unless the
City steps in to help lessen these impacts. Community engagement with the
communities who will be most impacted by climate change will provide
opportunities to shape climate solutions based on their needs and ideas.
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TO:

Rebecca Small and Aaron Lande

FROM:

Hatch Planning

DATE:

April 22, 2022

RE:

Best Practices Memo

1. Introduction
This memo will document relevant existing plans and policies for the City of
Vancouver and detail best practices research on climate adaptation, funding, and
community engagement. The best practices research will consider six climate
adaptation or community engagement plans or strategies, and draw on six
interviews with climate adaptation or community engagement experts. The
existing conditions and climate risks, existing city plans and policies, best
practices research, and community input will be used to inform recommendations
for the City’s climate adaptation strategy (as visualized in Figure 1).
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Throughout this document, the following definitions will be used:
● Adaptation: The process of adjusting to new climate conditions in order to
lessen the negative impacts on infrastructure, community assets, and the
lives of community members.
● Resilience: The ability for the city and all people of Vancouver to survive
and thrive in the face of worsening climate change risks.
● Frontline Communities: Community members most vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change, as identified in existing conditions research.
There are a number of resources that were considered in this memo and will be
used moving forward to help develop the final recommendations for the climate
adaptation strategy. These include the Climate Change Policy Guide by the
American Planning Association (APA), 7 Principles of Strong Climate Change
Planning by APA, the Guide to Equitable, Community-Driven Climate
Preparedness Planning by the Urban Sustainability Directors Network, and
recordings from the 2021 Climate Adaptation Research Symposium by the UCLA
Luskin Center for Innovation.

2. Key Findings
● All climate adaptation work must consider equity — ranging from evaluating
the accessibility of emergency services and disaster aid, to considering the
potential for displacement due to green infrastructure and other mitigation
investments.
● The majority of initiatives currently in place to address extreme heat are at
the county level, and the City of Vancouver is not equipped to provide
adequate support to residents in the event of extreme heat. The people
most vulnerable to extreme heat can benefit from localized actions, such as
tree plantings in underserved neighborhoods, improvements and access to
cooling centers, and the expansion of green infrastructure.
● Much support for flood management and mitigation comes from the federal
level, though Vancouver should evaluate whether these programs are
serving those least equipped to bounce back from disaster. At the local
level, the City can also aid mitigation through continued use of land use
planning tools and by working with Clark County on incorporating
adaptation measures more fully into future Natural Hazard Mitigation plans.
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● The City of Vancouver is not equipped to support residents in adapting to
poor air quality, but could leverage CRESA resources in the event of
wildfire smoke and other hazardous air quality days. Adaptation measures
to address poor air quality include carbon sequestration systems, green
infrastructure, and access to clean air facilities and systems.
● In addition to extreme heat, flood risks, and air quality, the City should
consider adaptation strategies which tie into regional emergency
management, public health, and food systems programs.
● Existing social networks and support systems are useful for adapting to
daily and extreme climate events. Ongoing community outreach efforts and
support of these networks will be imperative for the City to assist its
frontline communities.
● Vancouver is starting to approach a population level where more direct
governmental provision of emergency services are warranted, but the City
should leverage relationships from the existing system which collaborates
with CBOs as it evolves its emergency management infrastructure.

3. Existing City Policies and Best Practices for
Climate Risks
This section will describe relevant existing plans and policies for the City of
Vancouver as well as best practices for adaptation to three climate hazards –
extreme heat, flood risks, and poor air quality – based on six climate or community
engagement strategies from other cities, and interviews with six climate
adaptation or community engagement experts.
Conversations with City of Vancouver staff, including Tanya Gray (Performance
Analyst), Gene Juve (Emergency Manager), Aaron Lande (Policy & Program
Manager), Alicia Sojourner (Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion), and Rebecca
Small (Senior Policy Analyst), as well as Scott Johnson (Emergency Management
Division Manager for Clark County) and Anthony Vendetti (Emergency
Management Coordinator for Clark County) described existing plans and policies.
The six climate or community engagement plans or strategies were chosen to
study for best practices because of their similar climate risks. The six plans or
strategies include: the Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy (2021), the City of
Santa Monica Climate Action and Adaptation Plan (2019), Climate Ready Boston
(2016), Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change (2017), engagement strategies for
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Shoreline’s Climate Action Plan update (2021–2022), Seattle’s Duwamish Valley
Action Plan (2018), and Shoreline’s Climate Action Plan Update (ongoing).
The climate adaptation or community engagement experts were interviewed by
the project team because of their relevant expertise. The experts include: Dr.
Steve Whitman (Founder and Principal of Resilience Planning & Design LLC), Dr.
Vivek Shandas (Professor and Climate Researcher at Portland State University), Dr.
C.N.E. Corbin (Professor at Portland State University), Beth Jarot (Green Building
Specialist) and Patrick Babbitt (Sustainability Analyst) for the City of Tacoma, David
Goldberg (Strategic Advisor for the City of Seattle), and Cameron Reed (Shoreline
Environmental Services Program Manager).

A)Extreme Heat
a) Existing City Policies
Strategies for helping communities adapt to extreme heat can be categorized as
either management, emergency response efforts in the immediate term, or
mitigation, which reduces exposure over the longer term.1 Management efforts,
specifically the provision of cooling centers (for use during peak heat) and shelters
(for overnight stays), are currently led by Clark County through the Clark Regional
Emergency Services Agency (CRESA). When there is an extreme heat event,
CRESA works with community-based organizations (CBOs), including Council for
the Homeless, Area Council on Aging, and faith-based organizations to provide
centers and shelters, recruit staffing, and alert the community to the risks and
center or shelter availability. CRESA also manages an official alert system.
The city’s two community centers, Firstenburg Community Center and Marshall
Community Center/Luepke Senior Center, are not equipped for cooling in the
most extreme heat events. Vancouver is on the cusp of needing to shift to more
direct government provision of emergency services, as seen in larger cities with
multijurisdictional support. For example, in Portland, Oregon, libraries are
managed by Multnomah County and automatically transition to cooling centers
during extreme heat events.2
Longer-term urban heat mitigation efforts center on management of the urban
tree canopy. The City’s Urban Tree Canopy Assessment in 2021 used the
EarthDefine US Tree Map to map urban tree canopy (UTC), identify possible
1

2

American Planning Association, “Urban Heat Resilience,” 2021, https://www.planning.org/pas/quicknotes/95/urban-heat-resilience/.
Interview with Scott Johnson, CRESA’s Emergency Management Division Manager.
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planting areas, and track tree canopy changes over time. The report found that
the northwest and northeast sides of Vancouver had the greatest opportunity for
future canopy expansion. In general, the report also found that the highest
percentage of UTC was found in the northwest and southeast sides of the city,
and the lowest percentage in the west as well as portions of the east side. By
neighborhood, the lowest UTC was found in the Esther Short neighborhood, while
the highest UTC was found in South Cliff. Meanwhile, the highest percentage of
possible planting area was found in the Fruit Valley neighborhood, and the lowest
in Esther Short.
The majority of UTC (74%) and possible planting areas in the city are concentrated
on private land. The report recommends outreach programs towards private
landowners such as tree giveaways, tree planting programs, and tree
maintenance events to expand the UTC on private land. Possible planting areas in
public rights-of-way are typically found close to high concentrations of impervious
surfaces, and focusing on planting the right trees in these impervious areas can
help maximize ecosystem services, offset the urban heat island effect, and aid in
energy consumption.3

b) Best Practices
Extreme heat, and the urban heat island effect, can disproportionately impact
those who live in areas with little tree canopy or open green space and high
amounts of pavement. To mitigate this, cities should implement programs that cool
the urban environment, including planting and maintaining trees, increasing green
space, and employing green infrastructure, particularly in places suffering the
most from extreme heat.4
Dr. C.N.E. Corbin said that parks should be thought of holistically and as part of a
larger urban fabric rather than as an isolated island. Cities should consider how
people access parks and other green spaces – whether these spaces are
accessible to those with physical disabilities, the elderly, the transit dependent,
parents with strollers, and others with specific needs. Dr. Corbin said that
developing parks in a way that is accessible for these populations can be good for
everyone. For instance, ramps instead of stairs can be good for children, the
elderly, parents with strollers, and those using mobility devices.
3

City of Vancouver, “Urban Tree Canopy Assessment,” 2021,
https://www.cityofvancouver.us/sites/default/files/fileattachments/public_works/page/1389/vancouver_wa_-_tree_canopy_assessment
_report_-_2021_final.pdf.
4
City of Seattle, “Preparing for Climate Change,” 2017,
http://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/Environment/ClimateChange/SEAClimatePreparedness_August2017.pdf.
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Dr. Vivek Shandas described shade equity: certain communities have
disproportionate access to shade from trees. This is a result of historic racist
planning practices and the exclusion of historically underserved or
underrepresented populations in solutions, like volunteer tree planting events that
are mostly attended by the white middle-class and not BIPOC or lower-income
communities. In order to plant trees in these areas, cities should give CBOs
funding for tree planting events that involve those most impacted. Additionally,
there should be a program set in place that ensures that trees are cared for after
planting. Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change strategy includes
recommendations such as continuing research and updating the approved street
tree list to reduce risks related to heat and increased precipitation on street trees,
including species appropriate for anticipated temperature changes. In addition to
trees, Seattle recommends prioritizing green roofs in underinvested areas.
Dr. Shandas also highlighted the importance of providing access to air
conditioning in anticipation of extreme heat events. Seattle’s strategy
recommends identifying opportunities to support the adoption of electric heat
pumps in buildings used as community gathering spaces or other areas where it is
most needed, particularly in disadvantaged areas, to improve energy efficiency
and provide cooling capacity during extreme heat events. The strategy also
recommends assessing the need for passive and active cooling and resilience
retrofits by considering the impacts of increasing heat events and higher nighttime
temperatures on operations and maintenance budgets. Seattle adds the need to
facilitate access to safe and cool spaces during extreme heat events prioritizing
frontline communities (i.e., the elderly, people with disabilities, people of color, and
lower income residents).
Some communities, such as the houseless, may not use social media to
communicate, and therefore may be isolated. In order to reach isolated
communities, Dr. Shandas suggested reaching out to multifamily property
managers or trailer park managers, as examples, to ask for assistance in providing
their residents with information. He also suggested starting a program at a city
block or neighborhood scale that encourages local residents to check on their
neighbors. Lastly, when developing new buildings, cities should consider using
reflective materials that absorb less heat.
Climate Ready Boston describes the need to standardize definitions of heat
advisory and heat emergency events to account for different thresholds for taking
action for different populations. For example, Boston’s Elderly Commission defines
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a heat emergency as three or more days over 86°F, while the City defines it as
three or more days over 90°F. Other actions include partnering with CBOs to
serve as cooling shelters, refining systems for transportation to cooling facilities,
tracking usage of services to ensure meeting demand, and prioritizing green
infrastructure for socially vulnerable areas or areas impacted by the urban heat
island effect or poor air quality.
From a public health standpoint, cities should work with Public Health
departments to evaluate the temperature thresholds that trigger the City’s heat
response to ensure they adequately account for weather conditions, factors
impacting indoor building temperatures (e.g. materials, orientation, etc.), and
support frontline communities. Public safety staff should be trained in recognizing
and responding to the physical and behavioral signs of heat-related illness.

B) Flood Risks
a) Existing City Policies
The city does not have specific management strategies in place for flood events,
but could possibly leverage CRESA’s extreme heat/cooling shelters. Resources for
response and recovery are also available from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the Small Business Administration, which
provides loans to individuals and businesses affected by flooding.
Existing policies for long-term mitigation of flood risk include: the city’s Low Impact
Development code adopted in 2016, which encourages “minimizing impervious
surfaces and reducing loss of native vegetation and stormwater runoff;” a critical
areas ordinance with specific development standards for frequently flooded areas;
and a multi-million dollar restoration of the Burnt Bridge Creek Greenway (a
13-mile asset supporting water control) starting in the mid-2000s.5 Current natural
hazard mitigation plans for the City and county do not consider how climate
change will exacerbate hazards such as flooding, which should be a priority for
future plan updates.6 Additionally, FEMA provides insurance for properties
vulnerable to flooding, and funds large mitigation projects via its Hazard Mitigation
Grant program. When a federal emergency has been declared, FEMA provides
grants to individuals and public entities for recovery and infrastructure repair, and
the Small Business Administration provides loans to affected individuals and
5

Jan Bader, “Environmental Sustainability Initiatives,” 2018, City Council Workshop presentation.
https://vancouvercity.novusagenda.com/agendapublic/CoverSheet.aspx?ItemID=319&MeetingID=74
6
Interview with Scott Johnson, CRESA’s Emergency Management Coordinator.
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businesses. In the interview with Dr. Shandas, he advocated for centering
communities facing the greatest challenges in recovering financially from a flood
event. A growing body of research shows that federal and other programs favor
middle and higher-income households in their provision of recovery funds.7

b) Best Practices
The Tacoma, Seattle, and Boston plans include strategies focused on improving
infrastructure resilience. These strategies include evaluating risk to critical
infrastructure (including city assets, evacuation routes, and transmission lines),
identifying priorities for upgrades, and developing tools and standards to ensure
capital projects being planned now account for future climate conditions. In
Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change, the City plans to collaborate with a local
university on developing strategies to reduce chronic flooding on transit routes
and in parks. The Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy also intends to coordinate
with other agencies and institutions within watershed basins to improve flood
management.
Climate Ready Boston and Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change include land
use planning tools to support long-term flood mitigation, such as
recommendations for establishing a flood protection overlay zone, evaluating
floodplain development ordinances, and updating building regulations, which
currently refer to FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps and historical information.
Both the Tacoma and Boston plans included working with businesses and
industries as well as community members on preparing for climate impacts.
Both Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change and Climate Ready Boston include
strategies such as updating local flood maps based on the latest climate
projections and evaluating participation in the National Flood Insurance
Community Rating System program, which provides discounted insurance
premiums to property owners in participating communities.

C)Poor Air Quality
a) Existing City Policies
The city does not have specific management strategies in place for coping with
hazardous air quality, but could potentially leverage CRESA’s extreme heat/cooling
centers and shelters for this purpose—which may require upgrades to qualify as
7
Rebecca Hersher and Robert Benincasa, “How Federal Disaster Money Favors the Rich,” National Public Radio, 2019,
https://www.npr.org/2019/03/05/688786177/how-federal-disaster-money-favors-the-rich.
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clean air facilities. Long-term mitigation of poor air quality (both from wildfires and
more persistent local air pollution mapped in the Existing Conditions memo) may
be furthered by the City’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) and emissions reduction
policies undertaken at the state level.

b) Best Practices
Best practices to assist community members to adapt to poor air quality from daily
emissions, as well as in the event of wildfire smoke, typically focus on targeted
carbon sequestration systems, green infrastructure, and access to clean air
facilities.
In the event of wildfire smoke, frontline communities and other at-risk individuals
should have access to clean air shelters through alternative modes of
transportation. Dr. C.N.E. Corbin suggests that existing community assets, like
community shelters, should be able to serve a dual purpose in extreme weather or
other emergency situations. For example, clean air facilities with proper filtration
systems could also serve as a cooling shelter in extreme heat events.
The Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy includes recommendations for code
improvements which will address air quality issues. These recommendations
include requiring large new buildings to incorporate solar or living roofs, and
adding the National Housing Standard to technical codes. These code
improvements would reduce deaths and hospitalizations in wildfire events and
during heat waves. The strategy also calls for coordinated efforts to expand
access to clean air facilities.
The Santa Monica Climate Action & Adaptation Plan (CAAP) includes
recommendations to utilize large built structures for carbon sequestration by
expanding the urban forest and converting areas to park land. For example, the
plan includes a recommendation to convert a recently closed airport to 227 acres
of park land. When considering investment in large public infrastructure, the City
should prioritize investment in areas that have historically been underfunded and
currently have lower property values. The Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy
recommends creating and using financial tools which capture the lifecycle of costs
of City initiatives (including the costs of climate adaptation or maladaptation) in
order to capture long-term benefits of adaptation efforts.
Santa Monica’s CAAP, the Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN)’s Guide
to Equitable, Community-Driven Climate Preparedness Planning, Climate Ready
Boston, and Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change strategy recommend
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expanding the urban canopy and other natural systems to aid in carbon
sequestration and alleviate the impacts of poor air quality. In particular, these
plantings should be prioritized in neighborhoods most impacted by consistently
poor air quality. The USDN guide and Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change
strategy also recommend initiating community-wide campaigns to increase
support for tree planting and care to alleviate the burden of tree maintenance
from other city departments and individual homeowners. Both Dr. Corbin and Dr.
Shandas shared similar concerns that increasing tree canopy and other plantings
without long-term maintenance plans often places the burden of maintaining the
canopy inequitably on individuals living in that area.
Cities should also establish and maintain collaborations with local health
departments to address the impacts of poor air quality on frontline communities.
The Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy includes working with the County
Health Department to provide filter fans for at-risk community members to mitigate
wildfire smoke in homes and businesses.
The City of Vancouver should be prepared in the event of hazardous air quality
days to alert frontline community members. The USDN guide recommends
implementing an alert system that is available in multiple languages and which
relies on local organizations to publicize poor air quality conditions in a culturally
specific manner. The City of Seattle utilizes AlertSeattle to send customized alerts
to individual’s phones in the event of extreme events, including hazardous air
quality conditions.

4.Other Considerations
During the research process, it became apparent that other cities are
incorporating additional topics that may be important considerations for the City of
Vancouver in their climate adaptation plans.

A)Outreach and Community Involvement in Emergency
Response
The interview with Gene Juve, Emergency Manager for Vancouver, noted a need
for strengthening outreach to spread the word about existing (and forthcoming)
emergency services and other adaptation measures. Additionally, the interview
with Scott Johnson, CRESA’s Emergency Management Division Manager, revealed
that the City’s Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) volunteers operate
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city-wide, and there is yet to emerge a critical mass of volunteers to staff teams at
the neighborhood-level.
The City of Shoreline, Washington engaged a panel of Community Advisors to
provide guidance on engagement and outreach for the city’s Climate Action Plan
(CAP) update in 2021, which included creative ideas such as partnering with
multilingual high school students to conduct house-to-house surveys for school
credit and with college students to develop short educational videos about the
CAP update in multiple languages. Due to staff transition, actual engagement has
followed a more conventional approach, consisting of a survey about criteria to
use in prioritizing climate actions and meetings delving into focus areas (e.g. built
environment and transportation). In an interview with Cameron Reed, Shoreline’s
Environmental Services Program Manager, reflections on the Community Advisors
panel included a wish that they had been involved more in the CAP itself in
addition to providing recommendations on outreach strategies, and that the city
had taken an ambassador approach of asking advisors to spread the word about
the CAP in their networks. The Community Advisors also acknowledged the
tension between bringing community members into government versus a
partnership approach of working with CBOs doing this type of work.
Climate Ready Boston proposed developing neighborhood-level climate
resilience plans and local climate resilience committees, and has a “comic builder”
on their website for community members to share stories of how they stay cool.

B) Connecting to Public Health
For continued engagement, starting conversations with a public health framework
can be an effective way for people to relate to the importance of climate
adaptation and mitigation. When conducting community engagement for the
Duwamish Valley Action Plan, the City of Seattle formed allies with the public
health community (such as Kaiser Permanente) to build on existing community
work, bridge connections between the City and the public, and educate about the
adverse health impacts of climate change. Through a community mapping
exercise, community members identified aspects of the neighbrohood that were
“unhealthy”, revealing the impact of climate change causes on overall health and
life expectancy.
Connections to public health agencies also form the basis for expanding
adaptation strategies. The Tacoma Climate Adaptation Strategy includes a
recommendation to partner with local health authority and the public health
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community to coordinate heating, cooling, and other emergency and resilience
structures.

C)Food Systems
Crop loss and increased food prices are direct results of climate change that have
significant impacts on low-income and food insecure individuals. Santa Monica’s
CAAP includes numerous strategies which are aimed at increasing the
community’s ability to adapt to a changing food system and have more equitable
food access. Best practices include promoting low carbon, low waste lifestyles
(e.g., reducing meat and dairy, avoiding processed food, eating organic, eating
local, and reducing waste) through education campaigns and outreach.
Additionally, the CAAP includes a strategy for increasing access to local food at
farmers markets by supporting EBT matching programs for low income patrons.
The plan recommends increasing the productivity of land by planting fruit and nut
trees within the urban tree canopy. One concern with this strategy is that female
fruit bearing trees are typically not desired by homeowners due to increased
maintenance, and male fruit trees often produce increased pollen which has
negative impacts on individuals already experiencing asthma or other respiratory
illnesses.
Seattle’s Preparing for Climate Change strategy also includes actions to address
changing food systems. These actions include expanding community gardening
and urban agriculture at gardens, schools, and vacant land. The strategy calls for
preserving farmland through land use planning and transferable development
rights. Additional capacity building solutions include City support for food banks,
summer lunch programs, and other meal programs which provide access to health
food options for low-income residents.

5. Strategies for Financing Climate Action
It is important to ensure that actions within climate adaptation strategies have
adequate funding for implementation. The Duwamish Valley Action Plan provides
a funding key for its actions in order to keep track of which plans still need
funding: “Funded or within existing capacity”, “Departments support pursuing
funding”, or “Will need engaging external partners”.
Funding methods tend to fall into four main categories: voter approved, city
mandated, city incentivized, and socially subsidized. The following climate action
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funding mechanisms and case studies are documented by the U.S. Conference of
Mayors and the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions.8

A)Voter Approved Funding Methods
Voter approved funding methods include:
Utility Revenue – This type of revenue comes from utility rate increases, especially
on natural gas and other fossil fuels, or stormwater infrastructure surcharges. It is
one of the most common sources of funding for climate adaptation projects.
However, cities like Denver have decided that utility revenue is regressive on
those with low incomes and have decided not to utilize this method.
Sales Tax – Many cities are currently utilizing sales tax as a more equitable
solution to climate funding. In Denver, 65% of sales tax comes from out-of-state
visitors. In Dubuque, Iowa, sales tax was the largest source of funding for the Bee
Branch Watershed Flood Mitigation Project, providing almost a billion dollars in
funding. This reveals the advantage of access to a larger pool of funds. However,
the disadvantage is that it can be difficult to obtain these funds. For example,
Dubuque lobbied to have the state law changed so that the City could have
access to Iowa’s sales tax.
Case Study: In 2020, the City of Denver decided to focus on developing
specific funding strategies for enhancing climate protection and resiliency.
The City created a temporary Climate Action Task Force (CATF) to look at
funding strategies. The CATF recommended a 0.25% sales tax increase,
which was put on the November 2020 ballot. It passed by an
overwhelming majority. The sales tax was part of a broader ordinance on
the ballot that established a Climate Protection Fund (CPF) and an Office of
Climate Action Sustainability and Resiliency in order to manage the CPF.
Bonds – Voter approval is required for bonds. Miami passed the $400 million
dollar Miami Forever Bond in 2017 to control flooding and increase park space. In
2021, the federal Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act raised the public-private
partnership limit on bonds from $15 million to $30 million. Therefore, cities may be
able to leverage partnerships with local investors to pass small bonds.

B) City Mandated Funding Methods
8

U.S. Conference of Mayors and the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, “Cities Advancing Climate Action: Leveraging Funds for
Local Impact,” Alliance for a Sustainable Future, 2022,
https://www.c2es.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/cities-advancing-climate-cation-leveraging-federal-funds-for-impact.pdf.
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City mandated funding methods include:
Special Assessment District Taxes – Although widespread property tax increases
must be approved by the general populace, many cities have exemptions that
allow them to levy improvement or assessment taxes on certain properties without
voter approval. For example, in Dubuque, Iowa, the city charged 15% of the cost to
create green alleyways, $8.6 billion, to the adjacent landowners to help reduce
the City’s bill.
Mandate by Ordinance – When voters do not voluntarily approve of climate
adaptation funding, it is possible for a city to necessitate changes by changing the
development code. The process for this varies in each city, but generally an
ordinance is proposed and approved by the city council, and these changes
eventually make it into the city’s code requirements. As an example, Denver
passed the Building Electrification and Efficiency ordinance in 2021, which restricts
the use of natural gas and requires all new buildings over 25,000 sq ft to use 30%
less energy by 2030. To allow under-resourced communities to participate, the
city offers them funding.

C)City Incentivized Funding Methods
City incentivized funding methods include:
Credits – One alternative to requiring development changes is to incentivize
developers to make greener choices by offering them credits. Credits take a
certain amount off of one’s taxes after the amount due is calculated. The Low
Income Housing Tax Credit from the United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development is a common example, and the City of Cambridge recently
obtained $21.4 million to sustainably renovate a housing unit in a way that
considers climate impacts. In California, Sacramento’s Low Carbon Fuel Standards
Program provides credits to developers that choose to install electric
infrastructure.
Leases – Energy companies and other utilities can work with cities to provide
sustainable equipment for no charge. Many companies will lease equipment to the
city. This does not reduce total costs, but it reduces upfront costs at least. For
example, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District leases batteries to the City for
their new electric buses so that the City does not have to pay the full battery cost
all at once.
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D) Socially Subsidized Funding Methods
Socially subsidized funding methods include:
Programs/Public Assistance/Subsidies – Many state and federal programs already
exist to help build sustainable infrastructure. These tend to be more focused on
disaster recovery, but, if eligible, a city should not forget about these
opportunities. For example, the Economic Development Administration has a
Disaster Relief Opportunity Program, FEMA offers public assistance for street
repair, and HUD provides Moving to Work subsidies.
Loans – Although a City may not qualify for public subsidies, the City may still be
able to get very low interest loans from state and federal governments. For
example, the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Water Revolving Fund
(CWRF) provides loans for creek restoration and detention basins to control
flooding. Some of these programs will eliminate interest or reduce the principal if
the City agrees to certain improvements, like the installation of permeable
pavement.
Grants/Competitions – The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act and the
American Rescue Plan passed in 2021 will provide over a trillion dollars in
available funding, of which $47 billion is specifically allocated for climate
adaptation projects. Therefore, grants can provide the funding needed for
projects. Grants also provide a level of accountability: the public can trust that a
project will be completed in the manner specified because of reporting
requirements. Alternatively, grants can require additional staff and be
time-intensive. For example, many cities, such as Dubuque Iowa, that have chosen
to utilize grant funding, have had to add planners to their staff to handle the
additional workload. Additionally, it should be noted that projects are more likely
to be funded if they have matching funds from the City itself. In Wichita, for
example, the City had to provide $400,000 in matching funds to qualify for a grant
from the Federal Transit Administration. Thus, even if a city chooses to utilize grant
funding, it should still consider the value of taxes, bonds, and assessments as
these revenue sources may increase the amount that can be leveraged and
obtained through grants.

6.Strategies for Community Engagement
A)Existing City Policies
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As noted in the Existing Conditions memo, the city has had difficulty engaging
historically underrepresented populations. Prior to the City’s current development
of its CAP, the last significant climate action endeavor of creating Vancouver’s
Sustainability Plan (released 2009) was guided by a green ribbon panel. The
panel included representatives from neighborhood associations, engineers and
architects, corporations, the real estate industry, Washington State University,
elected officials, lenders, and green groups such as the Sierra Club—but lacked
representatives of groups identified as priorities for outreach in this adaptation
strategy. Other engagement activities included a survey, outreach through a
“panel of experts” (including city staff, Clark Public Utilities, and a neighborhood
association leader), and a sustainability conference.9 As for the CAP, engagement
has been supported by educators at the City’s Water Center and involved an
advisory roundtable, including organizations representing priority communities
such as the houseless and Latinx, C-Tran, economic development partners, the
port, the building industry, and utilities. Relationships with CBOs begun in the
development of this strategy will ideally be carried into future adaptation-oriented
work for the CAP, and complemented by the City’s other engagement efforts, such
as those supporting the comprehensive plan update.

B) Best Practices
The City of Seattle’s Duwamish Valley Action Plan exemplifies a successful
ongoing plan with actions grounded in community empowerment and equity that
ensures strengthened and sustainable relationships between the City and
historically underrepresented and underserved communities.
The planning process for the action plan began with a comprehensive evaluation
of past City plans and engagement efforts to synthesize community hopes and
concerns, leverage community expertise, build trust, and show responsiveness
with respect to the time communities have already devoted to expressing
priorities and needs. The community priorities reflected in these documents
helped the planning team define the Action Plan priority areas.10 After defining
these priority areas, the Duwamish Valley Program (DVP) started outreach with the
communities that were furthest away from the opportunities and least engaged.
The DVP asked these communities for feedback on the priority areas first, which
9

City of Vancouver, “Creating a More Sustainable Vancouver,” 2009,
https://www.cityofvancouver.us/sites/default/files/fileattachments/public_works/page/1120/vancouversustainabilityplanfinalweb_09010
9.pdf.
10
City of Seattle, “Duwamish Valley Action Plan,” 2018,
http://greenspace.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/DuwamishValleyActionPlan_June2018.pdf.
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helped to keep those communities’ priorities at the center of the work and build a
sense of trust.11 Next, the City reached out to residents that are well-established
and well-respected in historically underrepresented and underserved
communities across the city. These residents acted as liaisons between the
respective communities and the City, which has greatly improved City-community
relations. Now, the City is moving to a second phase: building a community
resilience program and hub and working with a community engagement
consultant and a racial equity expert to figure out how the community can hold the
power throughout the implementation process. Lastly, Seattle recommends
investing in the capacity of other organizations to develop their work and their
own priorities.

7. Long-Term Equity Impacts
In addition to the long-term impacts of not addressing climate change, it is
important to understand the impacts of implementing adaptation strategies. In
particular, the City should consider the financial burden and neighborhood
changes in impacted communities. Green gentrification can occur when
infrastructure improvements to address climate change and other “environmental
greening” efforts lead to rising property values for previously affordable and
low-income neighborhoods. In contrast to gentrification caused by the movement
of middle to high-income households and businesses into previous low-income
neighborhoods, green gentrification is driven primarily by public and private
investors. However, similar to neighborhood gentrification, green gentrification
can lead to displacement of low-income households in response to rising real
estate prices.12 In order to avoid the negative impacts of green gentrification, the
City should coordinate its climate adaptation strategies with social movements,
equitable development practices, and a commitment to developing affordable
housing. One example of this is an effort led by the Duwamish Valley Affordable
Housing Coalition, which developed short and long-term plans to preserve
existing housing and produce new affordable housing units and communal
spaces.13

11

City of Seattle, 2018.
K. A. Gould, and. T.L. Lewis, “Green Gentrification: Urban sustainability and the struggle for environmental justice,” Taylor & Francis
Group, 2016, https://doi-org.proxy.lib.pdx.edu/10.4324/9781315687322.
13
E. Zehner, “Climate Resilience: Seattle Utility, Housing Groups Launch Bold Experiment in Climate Equity,”Lincoln Institute, 2019,
https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/articles/climate-resilience.
12
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TO:

Rebecca Small and Aaron Lande

FROM:

Hatch Planning

DATE:

May 13, 2022

RE:

Community Engagement Memo

1. Introduction
The community engagement process took place in late April and early May of
2022. Hatch Planning used a three-pronged engagement strategy to reach
community members that have not historically been involved in planning
processes. The three elements of the strategy were a community-wide survey, six
pop-up events in different locations, and five small group conversations. Our goal
was to determine the needs, experiences, and ideas of the community with regard
to climate adaptation.
Overall, the project team reached approximately 140 community members through
the pop-up events, survey, and small group conversations. Please note that this
number may count certain participants twice. Detailed responses for the survey
and the pop-up events can be found in the Appendix.

2. Key Findings
● Most community members had negative experiences during the severe
weather events that the project team sought feedback on–: the wildfire
smoke of 2020 and heat wave of 2021. Negative experiences were due to
a loss of work time, discomfort and health issues, the canceling of events,
and more.
● Aside from severe heat and wildfire smoke, participants also worried about
snowy and icy weather events, and particularly the power outages and
difficulty of travel that comes with those events.
● Participants identified several circumstances that made it more difficult to
deal with severe weather events. These included:
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○ Lack of air conditioning or air purification
○ Lack of access to a car
○ Lack of communication within the community and to the community
from authorities regarding preparedness for severe weather events
○ Need to work outside during severe weather events
○ The effect of COVID-19 on the availability of indoor, air conditioned
public spaces
○ Lack of resources for disabled residents during severe weather
events
● While many residents do feel prepared for future heat waves and other
events, others expressed serious concerns about themselves and their
neighbors.
● Many participants had ideas for how the city can help them in the future,
including providing resources to help households have alternative energy
sources in the event of power outages, the creation of cooling and
warming shelters, creating community-led disaster drills to help people
understand how to stay safe and prepared, and prioritizing low-income or
houseless people in city policy to ensure their safety.
● Some physical elements that community members would like to see in
order to thrive during climate change include water features such as a
splash pad, urban gardens and fruit trees, more tree coverage, and
community centers or public spaces for neighbors to connect with one
another.
Participants cited the need for community education on environmental issues and
sustainability through programming and incentives, including conferences, talks, and
videos that share the importance of sustainability as well as other educational materials.
Participants, particularly those in small group conversations, also saw a need for
increased public engagement about this issue.
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3. Community Survey
A)Process
The community survey was open for one month (April 3 to May 4) and was
disseminated in English and Spanish. The survey was promoted in the community
via social media and flier distribution at pop-up events and around the city. The
English language survey received 63 responses, and the Spanish language survey
received two responses. The results from the survey are detailed below. Please
find the open-ended responses in the Appendix.
The majority (65 percent) of survey respondents identified as female.
Approximately half of respondents were aged 55 or older. No one younger than
25 responded to the survey. The majority (84 percent) of respondents identified as
white. About 7 percent identified as Asian or Asian American, 3 percent as
American Indian or Alaska Native, and 7 percent as Hispanic or Latino. Several
participants declined to answer demographic questions. The majority of
respondents noted English as their first language, but several participants marked
Vietnamese (3 people) and Spanish (7 people) as languages they speak fluently.
Survey Response Demographics: Gender and Age Breakdowns

B) Summary of Findings
The survey asked eleven questions to try to understand residents’ needs,
experience, and ideas regarding climate adaptation. Each question, and a
summary of results, is listed below.
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1. How were you personally affected by wildfire smoke in 2020?
While several respondents said that they were not affected too badly by the
wildfire smoke, most cited negative effects on their health, mood, and ability to
work. Many said that they had to stay indoors, and some said that even spending
time indoors was not comfortable due to a lack of air filtration. Some respondents
said that they are immunocompromised and experienced health issues and fear
during the wildfire smoke. Others said that they either had to work outside during
the event or had to miss work due to canceled projects. Several mentioned the
death of outdoor plants and damage to structures and automobiles. Participants
noted that major events such as weddings were postponed, that the smoke led to
depression, and that the lack of outdoor access during COVID-19 was frightening.
2. How were you personally impacted by the heat waves of summer 2021?
Like in the first question, many people experienced severe discomfort during the
heat waves. Respondents discussed the availability of air conditioning (A/C) –
some did not have access to A/C at home and sought it in public places, others
had A/C that could not keep up with the high heat, and others lamented the high
cost of increased energy usage or of purchasing new units to mitigate the heat.
Other respondents experienced dehydration, sunburn, fatigue, and difficulty
focusing. Some people noted the loss of plant life, the canceling of events and
appointments, and having to miss work. To deal with the heat, some people
escaped to the coast or went swimming nearby. Several people said that they
were not much affected; a few of these people said that they were from southern
states and were used to the heat.
3. During these events, which of the following resources did you utilize?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Cooling centers
Public transportation
Public buildings, such as libraries or schools
Swimming areas, either natural or manmade
Other (please indicate in the comments)

The majority of respondents marked “Other” on this question, although about 30
percent of people who answered said that they used swimming areas during the
severe weather events. Several people sought out public buildings and used
public transportation. No one marked that they used cooling centers.
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Those who marked “Other” said that they either used none of these resources or
used other resources, including air conditioned restaurants and theaters, A/C in
their homes, or used 211 to access all of the above.
4. Are there any other severe weather events that have affected you personally
or you are worried about?
Participants mentioned snowy and icy conditions, flooding, and drought in their
responses. Concerns about snowy conditions included the impact on wheelchair
users, the difficulty of driving to access necessities, the impact on public services,
and, specifically, the impact on Meals on Wheels, which cannot deliver in snowy
conditions. Power outages caused by snow and ice also impact the ability to
charge electric vehicles, along with causing issues within residences that lose
power. Tree damage and falling trees were also a concern relating to heavy snow
and ice storms. Several participants mentioned concerns about flooding during
heavy rain or snow storms and the resulting travel difficulty. Lastly, drought and
severe heat were cited for their damage to natural areas, water supply, and fish
and tree health.
5. Do you participate in any social or recreational activities around the
community?
Approximately two thirds of respondents (44 people) marked that they do
participate in these activities, and one third (21 people) marked that they do not.
6. If yes, about how many times per month do you meet in a group for any of
these activities? This could be virtual or in person.
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The majority of those who meet with a group meet four or more times per month
(28 participants).

7. Which of the following platforms do you trust to connect with community
information and resources?

Respondents used email, Facebook, and Nextdoor most often to connect with
community information. Those who marked “Other” cited their use of the
Vancouver Connects newsletter, the Columbian newspaper, OPB Radio, Twitter,
Reddit, personal conversations with neighbors, and church communications.
8. How do you usually get around town?
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The majority of respondents primarily use a car to get around. A small number of
people (2) use the bus or other transit and several people (4) walk. Those who
marked “Other” mostly use a mix of modes including walking, biking, and driving,
and one person uses the C-Van, C-Tran bus, or Human Services Council medical
transportation or can go short distances in their wheelchair.

9. Which of the following do you have at your home?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Heating
Air conditioning
An air purifier or air filtration system
A park or public greenspace that you can walk to

About 98 percent of the respondents have access to heating in their household.
About 86 percent have air conditioning, 48 percent have an air purifier or filtration
system, and 78 percent have access to a nearby park or public green space.
10. What would be most helpful to you and your family during a disaster or
weather event, such as wildfire smoke or a heat wave?
Participants had many ideas for what would be helpful to them and to their
neighbors. The most commonly mentioned ideas were about communication
during extreme weather events, some of which included alerts from the City,
advanced warnings on the TV and radio, and information about what level of heat
and smoke are safe for which groups. Other ideas included services for
low-income people and people with disabilities, securing access to energy, clean
water, and shelter for all who need it, and creating cooling or evacuation shelters
for people to go to with clear information about how to access them. Some
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infrastructure ideas included back-up energy sources, requiring air conditioning
and air filtration in new buildings, tightly sealing buildings, and planting street
trees. Other participants noted the need for a place for pets to go during these
events. Lastly, several people noted that, ideally, help and preparation would be
provided prior to the occurrence of these events so that community members can
endure the events without trouble.
11. Do you have any other ideas about how to help our community prepare for
disasters or weather events?
Participants had a variety of ideas, including the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Make a plan to include people with disabilities in disaster preparedness
Alleviate housing instability to help unhoused people
Strengthen the bus system
Make internet a City-provided utility
Improve wheelchair design in public places and strengthen ADA and fair
housing enforcement
Seek funding through the Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) to provide solar and energy storage at electric vehicle charging
stations to provide power in the event of an outage
Expand C-Tran and reduce fares, and allow people aged 18 and younger to
ride for free
Implement traffic control measures during severe weather events or other
emergencies
Create and distribute pamphlets with preparation information
Consider age demographics when communicating and offer multiple types
of communication to residents of different ages
Change the building code to encourage or require sustainable building
Organize community-led disaster drills
Financially incentivize renewable energy use

4.Pop-Up Events
A)Process
In the period between April 15 and April
30, 2022, Hatch Planning held six pop-up
events to meet community members and
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get feedback on a few key questions. Pop-ups were held at four different parks in
Vancouver, at the Clark County YMCA, and at the Vancouver Farmers Market. The
project team asked people who passed the booth about their needs, experience,
and ideas through several activities.
Using the large board, pictured below, the project team asked people who passed
by to consider their experiences with the severe weather events of the past few
years, particularly the heat wave and wildfire smoke. The project team then asked
them to mark whether they felt prepared for future severe weather events. Lastly,
the project team solicited ideas for ways that the City can help their household
prepare for the future.

Activity Board at Pop-Up

The second activity prompted participants to compare a selection of potential
public spaces that help mitigate the effects of climate change and pick their top
two. Choices included urban gardens, shade structures, and splash pads, among
others.
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Public Space activity (left) and pop-up set-up (right)

B) Summary of Findings
The majority of participants marked that they were negatively affected by the
severe weather events of recent years. When asked about their level of
preparation for future climate-related severe weather, responses were more
varied. Some participants marked that they did not feel prepared, while others
were more confident that they would be ready for future weather events. No one
participant fully agreed that they were prepared.
When asked about their ideas for how the City could help them prepare for future
severe weather events, participants had many ideas. Approximately 65 responses
were collected in total. The full list of recorded post-it notes can be found in the
Appendix. Some common ideas include the following:
● Increasing shady areas and trees in public places
● Incentives and/or regulations to increase and improve air conditioning and
air filtration for public and private buildings
● Public water features, including splash pads and public pools
● Better communication to share resources and preparedness information
with community members
● More community centers for use as shelters or cooling centers
● More protected wetlands, green spaces, and urban gardens
● Providing assistance to residents, including subsidies for utility bills,
affordable housing options, and public Wi-Fi
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● Fostering connections at the neighborhood level to improve the facilitation
of important information and resources

Members of Hatch Planning at Pop-Up Events

Lastly, the project team asked people to vote on their favorite options for public
spaces that would offer shade, environmental protection, or simply a place to
enjoy the outdoors.

Option 1: Clam Garden

Option 2: Urban Garden
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Option 3: Water-Retaining Park

Option 4: Playground and Plaza

Option 5: Splash Pad

Option 6: Umbrellas

Participants were instructed to use dot stickers to vote for their two favorite public
spaces. Overall, the splash pad and urban garden were the most popular.
Anecdotally, several children that approached the booth were encouraged to
vote, and many of them chose the splash pad option.
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Responses on Public Space Survey

5. Small Group Conversations
A)Process
Between April 15th and April 29th, 2022, Hatch Planning facilitated five small
group conversations on climate adaptation. Similar to the format of the community
survey, the following topics were covered and expanded upon during the
conversations: experiences, needs, and ideas.
To organize the small group conversations, the project team reached out to
community organizations in Vancouver, especially those that center their work
around frontline communities. The project team discussed with the organizations
whether meeting in person or virtually would be the most appropriate, and
organized accordingly. Groups were capped at seven participants in order to
ensure a high level of intimacy during the conversation and to allow for everyone
to be heard. Once a date was confirmed for a small group conversation, the
project team shared an intake form with the contact from the community
organization for dissemination among their members which included details about
the conversion, a disclaimer that the meeting would be recorded, and a question
on whether or not the participant would like a gift card. Through the small group
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conversations, the project team were able to have conversations with 21 members
of the greater Vancouver community who included Vancouver residents, people
who work in Vancouver, and people who study in Vancouver. One “at large” small
group conversation took place with a group of interested community members
that was not tied to any particular community group. The following small group
conversations were convened by the project team:
Table 1. Vancouver Climate Adaptation Small Group Conversations.
Community Organization
Clark College Environmental
Action

Date

Location

# of Participants

4/15

Marshall Park

5

Boys and Girls Club of
Southwest Washington

4/29

Boys and Girls Club of
Southwest Washington,
Clinton and Gloria John
Clubhouse

6

At-large

4/26

Virtual meeting

4

Hispanic Metropolitan
Chamber of Commerce

4/27

Virtual meeting

4

Fourth Plain Forward

4/29

Virtual meeting

2

These conversations lasted up to 90 minutes and participants were offered either
a $25 Fred Meyer or a Grow the 360 Vancouver gift card. The conversations
began with introductions and guidelines on the purpose and structure of the
meeting. Participants were given the chance to expand on any topic throughout
the meeting and those who were less vocal were given opportunities to provide
their perspective. The following section describes what the community members
shared during the small group conversations.

B) Summary of Findings
After convening five small group conversations and hearing from 21 participants,
several key themes emerge:
● It would be beneficial to provide and maintain services and amenities
throughout the City that enable climate resiliency, especially in
underserved areas, including:
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○ Pools
○ Parks with water features such as splash pads
○ Natural areas
○ Public buildings with air conditioning
○ Provide subsidy for air conditioning / other cooling systems
○ Roads
○ Drinking fountains
○ Homeless shelters
● There is a need to promote community education on environmental issues
and sustainability through programming and incentives, such as:
○ Conferences, talks, and videos that share the importance of
sustainability and educate on climate change
○ Incentives such as water bottles or gift cards for coming to events or
participating in sustainable practices, such as installing solar panels
or recycling
○ Educational materials and programming provided in Spanish and
other languages
● There is a general dissatisfaction with the current public engagement
process and desire for engagement that is accessible and meets people
where they are, such as:
○ More events at schools, churches, and parks
○ Be Heard Vancouver needs to be better promoted by the City
○ Culturally specific engagement including translated materials and
translators if possible
○ Pay community liaisons to better engage with underserved
communities

a) Clark College Environmental Action
The Clark College Environmental Action small group conversation took place at
4:00 PM on April 15, 2022 at Marshall Park in Vancouver. The participants in this
conversation consisted of current and former members of the Environmental
Action Club at Clark College. The participants in the conversation identified the
experiences, needs, and ideas they have when it comes to climate adaptation.
Several of the participants expressed a sense of inevitability and unpreparedness
when it comes to the impacts of climate change. Several participants feel that their
community connections are lacking and that they would not feel supported during
a crisis, while others felt as though they could manage. The participants also
noted that some neighborhoods would be more at risk during a crisis, such as
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Fruit Valley (owing to its larger houseless population), Rose Village, and the Fourth
Plain Area. Participants recognized that houseless individuals are most at risk to
the impacts of climate change and suggested that the City prioritize these groups
in the near term. Suggestions to improve this issue included::
● Working with groups such as the Salvation Army to open shelters
● Reopening shelters (such as the shelter on Grand Boulevard) which have
been closed in recent years
● Mandating or providing air conditioning in homes and government
buildings,
● Providing comprehensive public transportation
● Keeping natural areas natural
● Building community gardens
● Placing fruit and nut trees in public right of ways or parks
● Eliminating or mitigating food waste and connecting extra food to those
who need it
The participants also had recommendations on how the City can adapt to climate
change in the long term. The suggestions included fostering stronger community
connections which can include:
● Neighborhood meetings / community groups with an emergency
preparedness plan
● Education and curricula for students
● Community centers with a website or pamphlet that describe the plan
● Child care, elder care, and healthcare for each neighborhood
Other concerns from this conversation include not feeling heard by the City and a
lack of effort on their part to engage on environmental issues. The participants
suggested that the City employ different means to reach folks as part of their
community engagement including:
●
●
●
●
●

Social media ads
Advertisements at transit stops or on buses
Reaching out to community organizations (especially climate organizations)
Surveys sent to schools
Reach out to clubs at schools
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Clark College Environmental Action Club Small Group Conversation

b) Boys and Girls Club of Southwest Washington
The Boys and Girls Club of Southwest Washington small group conversation took
place at 4:00 PM on April 25, 2022 at the Boys and Girls Club of Southwest
Washington, Clinton and Gloria John Clubhouse in Vancouver. This conversation
consisted of youth members of the Boys and Girls Club of Southwest Washington,
who meet regularly at this facility for play and to be served meals. The participants
in the conversation identified the experiences, needs, and ideas they had when it
comes to climate adaptation. When asked about how they coped during the
wildfire seasons of 2020 and 2021, the participants shared the creative ways
through which they managed including:
● Going to the river to cool off or go camping
● Making ice in home freezer to pour over oneself
● Avoiding going outdoors
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In particular, the participants voiced concerns about the negative impacts of the
smoke on them and their families. One participant described having passed out
due to excessive smoke in the air.
In general, these participants seemed to be well informed and worried about
climate change with several mentioning that their science teachers were their
primary source of information when it comes to climate science. Two of the
participants described how climate change is going to negatively impact their
families given that their parents work outside. Increasing heat will make working
more difficult for those whose occupation is primarily outdoors.
When asked about their support networks that they would rely on during a crisis,
the participants listed their immediate family members as well as the Boys and
Girls Club. Additionally, the participants expressed that they had weak bonds with
their neighbors and that, in general, they would not rely on them during a crisis
and would prefer to call 9-1-1.
When asked what amenities they would need to thrive in Vancouver, the
participants listed electricity and food as some of the most important. During a
heat wave, it would be especially important to have electricity in order to run fans,
refrigerators, and air conditioners.
Some climate adaptation ideas the participants shared include:
● Conserving natural areas and trees throughout Vancouver
● Providing essentials free of charge to city residents, such as air
conditioning, awnings, electric fans, drinkable water, gas in jerry cans, and
tents
● Maintaining and ensuring that water fountains throughout Vancouver are
properly functioning because as of now many are in a state of disrepair
For the City’s public engagement efforts about climate adaptation, the participants
recommended holding events where people are already congregating, such as at
public parks. There were also suggestions to spread awareness via radio or on
the (television) news.

c) At-Large
The at-large small group conversation took place at 5:00 PM on April 27, 2022 via
Zoom. This conversation consisted of members of the Greater Vancouver area
who had expressed interest in participating in a small group conversation but had
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not been ascribed to any of the organizations that already had dedicated small
group conversations. The participants began by describing their experiences
during the severe heat event of 2021. All of them stayed in Vancouver and
expressed that they felt prepared to handle the situation. Two of the participants
used heat pumps to stay cool and recommended the devices. Several among the
participants expressed their concern with worsening climate conditions, with one
of them having moved to the Pacific Northwest to escape worsening climate
conditions in another part of the country. One of the participants described how
their air filter was clogged and they feared going outside while air quality was
poor.
When asked about how they generally receive their news about climate change,
they described numerous sources including:
●
●
●
●
●

Journals about climate change
Social media from environmental organizations
Text
Emails
Mobile applications

When asked about the services and amenities they would need during a crisis, the
following were predominantly shared:
●
●
●
●

Water
Food
Shelter
Electricity

To a lesser extent, the internet and transportation were described as important but
for different reasons. Transportation would be necessary to connect to services
throughout the area and/or escape while the internet would help people connect
to their family/friends and stay up-to-date on the news.
The participants also described how other factors such as class and income can
have an impact on climate preparedness. The participants discussed among
themselves how lack of access to different amenities such as healthy food,
transportation, and recycling facilities can make lower-income communities less
resilient in the face of climate change and how deficiencies in those communities
can stack up. It was also noted that areas of lower income may be more
vulnerable to extreme heat events.
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When asked about their ideas on how the City can make improvements and
promote community climate adaptation, the participants shared several ideas such
as:
● Planting fruit trees on City property, such as apple trees
● Providing indoor places for kids to play when it is hot out (such as the play
space at the Vancouver Mall)
● Ensuring that the built environment can resist high temperatures such as
building with adobe materials and including awnings on new buildings
● Providing educational programming about climate adaptation
● Allowing for more urban gardening
● Providing education about urban agriculture in student curriculum
● Making recycling easier for electronics and textiles
● Making composting easier
● Installing solar panels, improved insulation, and energy efficient windows
● Incentivizing these behaviors with rewards
● Increasing density in the City to improve housing costs and emissions
When asked about how the City can improve its engagement when it comes to
climate adaptation, the participants provided suggestions on a number of
strategies including:
● Needing to promote and advertise Be Heard with fliers in the mail, at
grocery stores, and other places where people spend time
● Ensuring that the events are child-friendly or that free childcare is available
to participants
● Having in-person events and virtual events to make sure that everyone can
be included
Another part of the conversation included discussion of C-Tran and public
transportation in Vancouver. It was noted that many people who may be interested
in engagement activities and climate adaptation may be already riding transit, so
having events near transit facilities may draw more interest. The Vancouver Mall
may be a good place to have a permanent location for engagement given its
central location and its role as a hub for the transit network.
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At Large Small Group Conversation

d) Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
The Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce small group conversation took
place at 5:00 PM on April 28, 2022 via Zoom. The participants of this conversation
included business owners associated with the Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce, all of whom spoke Spanish as their primary language and had limited
ability to speak English. The conversation occurred entirely in Spanish with an
interpreter on hand to help collect notes and provide clarification if needed. When
asked if they were concerned about the impacts of climate change, there were
different responses from the conversation participants, the majority of which were
very concerned about climate change, while one participant said they were less
concerned and open to adapting to worsening climate conditions. More
specifically, several of the participants were concerned about other issues besides
extreme climate events, such as rising food prices and families abroad in Mexico
who will be especially impacted by climate change. There was also mention of
worsening allergies as a result of worsening air quality and a feeling that
Vancouver is not prepared for a climate disaster.
The participants shared that they do not feel particularly connected with their
community with one saying that they meet with a group of neighbors in the park
and another mentioning their church community. When asked about how they
receive their news about climate change, they described the following channels of
communication:
● Facebook
● Television (particularly Fox 12)
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● Radio
● Youtube
● Next Door Application
The participants in the conversation then discussed their needs on how to be
resilient in the face of climate change. Some needs that were mentioned included
electricity (especially given the heavy usage of air conditioning during heat
waves), running water, transportation, and masks for during wildfire smoke. It was
noted during this part of the conversation that some roads are in disrepair making
it difficult to get to and from work and that garbage is piling up in parts of
Vancouver which could lead to fires.
After discussing their needs regarding climate adaptation, the group then moved
on to share their ideas. Much of the emphasis during the conversation was based
on the need to increase education in the Spanish-speaking community of
Vancouver regarding climate change and sustainability. The participants shared
that there was a lack of resources and knowledge on these issues within that
community. Some of the suggestions to improve the situation and increase climate
resilience in the community included:
● Providing education on the impacts of climate change and recycling
● Promotion of sustainability in places where people are such as on buses or
at church
● Providing conferences, talks, or classes about climate change in person
● Giving away sustainable items such as reusable water bottles
● Incentives for collecting rainwater and installing solar panels
● Improving communication between the City and Spanish speaking
communities in Vancouver
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e) Fourth Plain Forward
The Fourth Plain Forward small group conversation took place at 2:30 PM on April
27, 2022 via Zoom. The participants of this conversation included individuals who
are affiliated with Fourth Plain Forward, a local community organization that
connects residents and local businesses to resources and supports safety and
transportation improvements in the vicinity of Fourth Plain Boulevard. (The area
around the eastern section of Fourth Plain Boulevard has come to be known as an
international district and is home to many diverse communities). There were two
participants in this conversation, so the conversation was shorter than the
previous ones. The participants in the conversation identified the experiences,
needs, and ideas they had when it comes to climate adaptation. When asked
about their experience during the heatwave of 2021, one of the participants
described their difficulties in keeping themselves and their family cool. Their
apartment complex does not allow window air conditioning units so they went
with their child to the river to swim. They also went to public places with air
conditioning, such as malls and libraries, but it was difficult to find places where
they could find air conditioning for free. The other participant in the conversation
shared that they have air conditioning so they fared well during this period. Some
of the ideas generated out of this conversation included:
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● Community pools
● Splash pads at parks
Additionally, ideas were shared about how the City can transform its infrastructure
to ensure the City develops in a more sustainable manner, including:
● Investment in electric charging stations
● Using underutilized spaces throughout the City for urban green spaces and
gardening
Members of this conversation also expressed dissatisfaction with the way the City
is currently conducting their community engagement. The participants shared that
there are several barriers to underserved communities in Vancouver and many
members of these communities do not trust the City government. Some
suggestions made to improve the relationship and engage better with these
communities include:
More translators on City staff
Paid community liaisons for each neighborhood
Informational fliers with resources such as where to go during a heatwave
Take climate change more seriously (The City should demonstrate more
urgency so it can be a role model for community members to take it
seriously too)
● Family friendly events (virtual and in-person) that promote climate
awareness

●
●
●
●

One of the participants stressed that they and others would like to help do this
work in partnership with the City, but that it would require accommodations such
as a wage or other incentives.

6.Challenges and Opportunities
Through the community engagement process, the project team noted some
challenges and success in reaching frontline communities. During the small group
conversations, participants were asked if they were familiar with Be Heard; only
one participant was aware of the City’s website as a source of information. While
several survey participants noted they are familiar with Be Heard, it should be
noted that these were likely participants that accessed the survey directly from Be
Heard and not necessarily the target population for targeted outreach.
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Additionally, when reaching out to community members to assess interest in participating
in the small group conversations, participants were given the option of either a Fred Myer
or a Grow the 360 gift card as an incentive. A majority of participants preferred to receive
a Fred Myer gift card. Several participants indicated that they had never heard of the
Grow the 360 gift card program or were not interested in the participating businesses.
For future outreach efforts, the project team recommends continuing to offer incentives
that are desirable to frontline community members to increase motivation for
participation.
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Appendix C-I: Pop-Up Event Transcriptions
1. Regulation for AC in rentals
2. Taking a community inventory on disaster preparedness
3. Encourage people to do urban farming
4. Don’t pack in people so much. Widen the streets.
5. Rooftop gardens. Eco roofs
6. Pay businesses to install air conditioning
7. Collaborations with non-profits or orgs
8. Safety kit
9. Keep the parks vibrant
10. Cooling shelters
11. Stop subsidizing fossil fuels
12. Checking in on the elderly. Checking in on neighborhood associations.
13. Keep mass transit running (prioritize multi-modal transportation)
14. Electric buses. Bike share.
15. Communication is critical – multiple languages
16. Decarbonization in utilities
17. Cooling shelter
18. More shady areas
19. Generator at neighborhood scale
20. More public wifi
21. Splash pad
22. Shade areas, trees
23. Neighborhood potlucks to share info about preparedness and create better networks
24. Neighborhood programs that encourage neighbors to work together
25. Need wood to keep warm
26. Need to foster connections at the neighborhood level – phone tree
27. CERT – community-wide drills
28. Improving language accessibility to information
29. Need better regional community-share information
30. Better communication about resources (i.e. locations of cooling centers). Ways other
than social media/internet
31. Map of urban gardens
32. Better low-income housing options
33. More community centers for shelters/resources
34. More public transit
35. More protected wetlands and green space
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36. Sidewalks
37. Reddit can cheaply reach a lot of people
38. Price controls on water and emergency essentials (batteries)
39. Emergency radio
40. Open public pools
41. More trees
42. County-wide educational campaign: county health department, ongoing general
preparedness information
43. Improve access to water
44. Community gardens
45. New residents don’t know what services are provided by the city (don’t know how to
help neighbors)
46. Need information about buses (some people are unfamiliar with system or don’t have
access to phones)
47. More electric plug-ins for vehicles
48. Evacuation routes and better information sharing
49. Educational campaign
50. Outdoor swimming pools – high school
51. Misters/sprinklers that spray water under umbrellas or in parks
52. Indoor facilities, covered areas in playgrounds
53. More frequent cleaning such as sidewalks/streets. A/C. Feed the people.
54. Parks with more trees – Leroy Haagen
55. Schools need better ventilation for smoke
56. Warning systems, public education/tips – internet, city webpage, social media. Ritzvill
(sp?) sprinkler system.
57. Mobility of senior community residents
58. Splash pad and trees
59. Some people can’t afford utility bill. If we could subsidize it might help.
60. Functional/edible gardens in parks
61. Increase trees and parks in low income areas
62. Pushing more solar panels on multi-family housing
63. Cooling centers, more water, playground
64. Incentives for EVs and solar panels. Splash pads!
65. More trees please!
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Appendix C-II: Survey Results on OpenEnded Questions
1.

How were you personally affected by wildfire smoke in 2020?

Just smoke in the air and ash on outside vehicles.
Stayed indoors more than usual and kept windows closed. Resulting in a greater use of
electricity to keep house cool.
We were very affected. I was working outdoors and choking - having to wear ppe
Affected my breathing and health
It added physical and economical discomfort from the excessive summer heat we had.
Ruined or killed my outdoor plants, and windows, window screens, siding on house,
automobiles while out driving.
Very difficult to breathe outside. Couldn't walk or bike. Eye and throat irritation. Smoke smell
was also pervasive inside, even with windows closed.
Increased asthma so I needed a prednisone taper. Also panic attacks (I think from something
in the smoke?). Great deal of work to clean up ash and get a HEPA filter to clean toxins out of
the air. I have a chronic illness that makes normal activities difficult.
It happened on the date I was supposed to get married (September 18). We postponed to
October, and because of COVID we were streaming the wedding. But if people had been
coming in person, it would have been disastrous.
Need to bring back logging
We stayed indoors for d
Not being able to be outside as often as I want.
Wore masks and reduced outdoor activity
I struggle with depression, and 2020 was a very difficult year. We were stuck at home due to
quarantine, and presence of wildfire smoke meant I couldn’t even enjoy fresh air, sunshine
and time outside.
Limited visual range
Not affected directly. Some plants weren't happy, though.
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Not affected
I had very bad asthma and exercising was difficult.
sore eyes from smoke. Fear of neurological damage from pollution.
Difficulty breathing! Suffered headaches and sinus irritation.
outdoor activities such as hiking, kayaking and camping.

Canceled plans for

Our construction jobs were delayed because the EPA shut down glass and steel plants due
to air quality
Not much, just stayed inside a bit more for a few days.
Not much. Just stayed inside more for a few days.
Minor breathing and eye irritation.
Had to call out of work and take care of my animals.
I just didn't go outside and let my AC unit act as an air filter.
Had to wear mask, reduce time outside
Unable to go outside for outdoor activities and wearing a mask to prevent ash/smog into
respiratory system
Limited access to outdoors due to particulate matter and poor air quality.
It was too hot and smokey to go out at times and could not go to hikes and state parks.
Very hot couldn’t go anywhere
I have asthma, autoimmune diseases, and am immunocompromised and the smoke was very
difficult to deal with. I had to wear N95 masks when I went out and still had problems
breathing at home at times.
Mild depression, no physical symptoms. We both were working from home, and have New
Construction house that was pretty well sealed. It was just a pretty big mood killer for a week
or so.
Yes
Stayed indoors.
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Forced to stay indoors for several days and turn off a/c so smoky air would not be drawn into
house.
Unable to go outside; Construction projects I was working on were suspended due to poor
air quality.
I lived in a small, older home that had no centralized hvac system. We only had an in-window
AC unit that we could not run with good conscious because the filter was just turning black.
Because it was COVID, the only safe place I had was outside, and that was taken away from
me.
The wildfire smoke limited my activities and I stayed inside to avoid harming my lungs. My
house doesn't seal tightly, so the smoke made its way into my home.
Horrible air quality difficulty breathing
We have an outdoor plant nursery, so couldn't work outdoors when the smoke was really
bad
I couldn't go outside, had to stay indoors. Difficult with a pet that needs to be outside
regularly.
Restricted outdoor activities. Changed out HVAC air filters sooner than scheduled.
Have developed chronic congestion and somewhat impaired respiration.
I was not very affected
I tried to stay inside as much as possible due to the poor air quality in our region.
Not at all, I don't let things like that get in the way of continuing to live my life or let them
become excuses for not doing something.
Visability
Smoke-filled apartment. Smoke got in office and gave me headaches.
Not really impacted that much. Still continued to do my normal activities.
Athsma. Stayed indoors more.
we couldn't spend time outside and my garden season ended early.
I exercised outside less. I spent less time outside. I wished I had an air-purifier (which I
purchased this winter).
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We stayed inside for the real smokey days. Limited all outdoor exposure.
It was frightening, unhealthy, a trauma.
Hazy skies. Curtailed travel to other areas.
stayed inside. I hate to stay inside
It affected my breathing, making it harder to inhale deeply.
Minimally
Before the wildfires my asthma was mild and controlled. During and after the wildfires my
asthma has been moderate to severe and not well controlled.
Irritation of eyes.
Yes because of air quality issues. Affects my allergic asthma.
Couldn’t go outside due to unhealthy conditions . Had to cancel an outdoor fundraising
event.

2. How were you personally affected by heat waves in the summer of 2021?
Plant damage, but lucky to have air conditioning.K3:K65
Kept a/c set on 78, kept windows and drapes closed as keeping house dark saves on
cooling costs.
It was uncomfortable.
Damaged/burned/Killed off yard pollinators, bushes, shrubs, trees. Home was only
manageable with the expense of purchasing a larger air conditioner unit which isn't normally
in the budget.
Same as above. Husband stayed home from work. My husband myself and cat hunkered
down to wait it out. Appointments canceled etc.
Unable to walk or bike during the day. Had to run the a/c constantly during heat waves.
Expensive.
Increased dysautonomia and dehydration. Sunburn from going out looking for a place to
cool down (could stay only 1 hour at any given place due to the pandemic). Difficulty
sleeping.
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Not significantly, but we have no central air and had to rely on window AC. Not a big deal
compared to many.
Got a great tan. Climates change duh
Plants in the garden died
It killed some our tree and shrubbery.
Stay inside. Used fans. Could not exercise. Looked for air conditioning at restaurants and
theaters
We don’t have AC and our ceiling fans are not enough to cool our house enough to be
comfortable or to safely leave our dog at home. We purchased a standalone AC unit which
increased our electricity bills and our carbon footprint.
Had to stay indoors and run more AC than normal on many days.
Running heat pump air conditioning increased electricity consumption.
Not affected
Thankfully, we have air conditioning. If was difficult keeping plants watered in the garden
and we lost a lot of plant life due to heat.
limited from being outdoors . Worry about damage plants , esp. trees, increasing threat of
feeding spiral of climate change.
Felt trapped inside since it was difficult to go out and enjoy the days when it was both hot
and smoky. Disrupted some plans such as camping in areas where there wasn't a watering
source such as a river or lake to cool off in.
Terribly! I don't have air conditioning, and work from home. Even the office lost its air
conditioning. It was 130 degrees at my back deck, and the street. I slept outside at night. I
don't want to rely on heat generating machines to keep cool.
Not much because we’re more used to it. Went to the water to cool off.
Not too much. Being from Texas originally the Heat isn’t an issue. We went to the water.
N/A
Loss of garden and trees. Burnt so bad they died.
Again I mostly stayed indoors since I'm a software developer, no need to go outside really.
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Stayed indoors a lot. Higher electricity bill.
Higher utility bill for ac and water.
I was fine. My house has A/C, but many close friends tried to stay out of their homes
because it was too hot. During the three digit temp days, we'd escape to the coast.
It was hot outside but was able to stay cool with AC, going to lakes and rivers and staying in
shade and hydrated.
Very hot couldn’t go anywhere
The heat during that time was absolutely unbearable. We are lucky that we have air
conditioning in one room of our home and we all had to sleep in that room.
We may have lost two Maple trees we planted in Spring of 2021 - Which is a bummer that
we'll have to replace them. We had some plants die. Our vegetable garden was ruined (all
the produce was bitter at harvest and had to be composted).
Yes
Stayed indoors; relied on AC.
Forced to stay indoors for several days except when watering, moving sprinklers. I was
fortunate to have a/c. Experienced damage and mortality to trees, shrubs and plants in my
yard, including native plants.
Many of my yard plants died; So hot we slept in the basement; Construction projects I was
working on were suspended due to extreme heat.
My electricity bill went way up in order for me to pay for the AC unit running double time. My
garden suffered, too which is a source of food for me.
I stayed indoors and limited my activity. Spending even 2 minutes outside was unbearable
and I live in a part of the city that has a healthy tree canopy. It felt like my eye balls were
melting when I stepped outside.
So uncomfortable lost a lot of plants/trees in my landscape
It was difficult to keep all of our plant beds watered sufficiently during the heat wave in 2021
It damaged several plants and trees in my yard
Restricted outdoor activities. Have AC heat pump but if did not…
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Impacted ability to function outside of and around the house due to extreme heat for
prolonged periods.
I had to cancel an outdoor party on the hottest day.
I happened to be on a vacation in a home without air conditioning, and it was miserable.
Then our car broke down due to the heat and we had to scramble to find alternate
transportation home.
My landscape got a little scorched and had to replace a few plants. After 90 degrees it is all
hot so it just becomes a matter of how you prepare yourself mentally to handle the
temperatures and are you going to let it control you.
Browned my grass
Hard to cool off home. Office thermostat kept going too high. Tired more easily, made it
difficult to focus at work.
Had some trees that got a little brown, but other than that it was no impact.
Overtime from heat related failures of Traffic Signal Equipment & Power Outages.
it was too hot to be outside; my plants were damaged.
I didn't realize how my garden would be affected and had a few trees and plants suffer
mightily. I stayed inside and used my heat pump a lot.
We lost some plants and had tree damage due to the excessive heat.
With no A/C it was definitely a challenge
Watering and protection of vegetation in yard. Excessive electrical bills for cooling hone.
had to water plants all day
My extended family was having a memorial service for my sister-in-law on 6/26. We had to
move part of the service to the morning and the rest of the service indoors. I helped an
elderly friend find a place to stay for 3 days that had AC.
Minimally
Outside thermometer said 117. Inside we could not cool the house below 85, despite having
brand HVAC. My dog was panting 24/7 and couldn’t go on walks except at night. Working in
my home office was miserable. Everyone had difficulty sleeping.
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I don't like extreme heat or cold. I stayed indoors during the heatwave and went to the
community pool. As a gardener I observed that while many plants did suffer, my west coast
native plants sailed through with no damage at all.
Yes but not like those without air conditioning or access to cooling shelters.
Couldn’t go outside. Opened up our home to friends and D family without air conditioning

3. Are there any other severe weather events that have affected you personally or that you
are worried about? These could include snow/ice, storms, flooding, etc.

not at this time
Earthquakes
No
Yes, The blizzards in the late 1990s, the blizzards in the 2000s, and the freak snow storms in
2021 2022.
During icy, snowy, or slushy weather I'm unable to go out for necessities since my wheelchair
wheels would slip. (My electric wheelchair is not designed for rain, either, but I can improvise
with that.)
My husband and I were on a trip to the coast when the ice storms occurred in February 2021.
We drive an electric vehicle, and we had a difficult time finding a fast charger to charge our car
on the way home, because power was out throughout much of the Willamette Valley.
No because I'm not a wuss
No
My son lost everything in Napa fires. I worry about the whole climate issues and it’s effects on
the earth
My main concern is that severe weather in other places will result in more migration to our
area, increasing prices and making resources even more scarce. Drought will certainly become
a more significant issue for our urban areas over time. I’m not especially worried about it, but it
seems that tornadoes are becoming more common in our area.
No
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Electricity outages due mandated changes affecting economical access. Or ice storm caused.
Snow (city's unprepared)
power outages, vermin
recent snow storm damaged many trees in our area and the sewer system on our street near
David Douglas routinely can't handle storm water. Garrison floods and creates a deep water
hazard to cross for exiting the neighborhood onto Mill Plane.
Snow and ice are less of a problem now that I can work from home. If there is a "snow day", my
schedule is much more flexible.
No. We are highly adaptable and will find ways to get by.
No real concerns
All extreme weather.
I am most concerned about ice in this region since we don't have much of an infrastructure to
deal with it.
Snow storm in 2017, restricted travel
I hate driving in snow. Jokes aside, it's more of the preparedness for snow and other weathers
that may come.
Worried about earthquakes. I believe the PNW is overdue for a bigger earthquake.
Nothing I'm personally worried about but as a society it is making it more difficult to address
each year as climate gets worse.
Texas blizzard 2020
Concerned that rainfall patterns will change and the lush green that we moved back to after a
long period spent in the Southwest will disappear and be replaced by...more Southwest. :( The
saddest part is that its 100% PREVENTABLE, but Policymakers haven't the political will to enact
meaningful change.
No
None.
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April 11, 2022 snowstorm destroyed a tree in my yard and damaged two fences. I still am
working on getting the tree removed and the fences repaired. I filed a claim with my home
owners insurance which will help with some of the costs. Sadly, I lost a major summer shade
tree so my house will require more cooling in the future.
Snow/Ice storms have damaged my trees.
Flooding is a very serious concern as global temperatures rise and extreme rain events
become more common. As you know, most insurance companies wont cover for flood
insurance - especially if you live within the 100 year flood plain. We need more rules and
regulation around robust stormwater management systems, urban ecological interventions like green roofs - to help mitigate surface stormwater.
I am concerned about earthquakes and flooding.
Ice that freezes on the roads prevents travel to grocery story, post office, etc.
Ice and flooding
Ice/snow. With all events community preparedness on the individual level is lacking. Many
expect Govt to take care of them. Basic preparedness is the individual’s responsibility and not
to have to rely on others other than neighbors helping neighbors
Limited access to services like shopping due to severe street flooding. Concerned about the
growing homelessness and loss of access to natural areas like the Columbia River Gorge, state
& national parks due to the growing prevalence and size of wildfires.
No. Climate has been changing since the beginning of the earth. I don't understand why US
has to stop using our natural resources when anything we do is miniscule when India and
China and others are doing all the damage. The US is the cleanest producers of oil and natural
gas, etc. For our own security, we need to be energy independent!
I know our region can be prone to flooding.
I'm worried about why the polar ice caps have not melted like Al Gore and all the other
democrats have been crying about for the last couple of decades. I wonder if they realize they
are not in control.
Nope
Worried about fires mostly
Future heat waves are concerning for water supply, fish and our local tree health.
Sad to see favorite recreation areas burned up by wildfires.
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snow in April
Snow and ice affects Meals on Wheels, a group for which I volunteer.
no
I am very worried about extreme weather, and particularly what we as a community are doing
to be prepared as well as plan in a way that does not contribute to it.
Snow and ice stop public services such as garbage.
trees and plants being impacted
Severe rain or snow storms that could cause flooding or close roads for an extended period of
time.
No
No
There are many Douglas Fir trees in my neighborhood. I am concerned during ice storms that
they will fall and damage property.
No snow and ice are an inconvenience but if you can leave your residential neighborhood the
City of Vancouver does a great job of de icing and clearing main roads.
Severe atmospheric rivers has caused flooding and damage to our property

4. What would be most helpful to you and your family during a disaster or weather event,
such as wildfire smoke or a heat wave?

Better monitoring of the homeless campfires.
knowing where to find disaster or weather event alerts I am fairly new to area and am aware
of Koin 6 for local news but it is about 99% Portland and little to no information about
Vancouver
Updates on safety procedures and progresses.
Subsidized heat pumps with a/c, or some sort of plans for poorer households
Advanced warning on television or radio. I am ready to start buying the hardcover of The Ben
Franklin Farmer's Alamac.
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Add air conditioning to VHA buildings and mandate working AC for dwellings like heat is
mandated (in rental homes and new homes). Services for people with disabilities (our usual
help may be unable to reach us).
I would prefer the city focus on the needs of those who do not have access to clean air, heat,
or air conditioning. I want the city to use my tax dollars to support those who do not have the
same resources and options that I have.
Just keeping informed.
Having a stockpile of canned food and water.
Increased resources
Trees trees trees! Vancouver is pretty good about trees in public spaces, but more street and
parking lot trees are required to reduce urban heat island effect. Subsidies for installing
energy efficient AC would be a tremendous help for folks with older homes.
Communication
We are fortunate enough to have the means to stay cool and work from home. I realize
others aren’t so lucky.
access to food, water, shelter, radio broadcast of disaster situation.
Safe places to go for respite. City notifications
More trees? Less asphalt? Education about heat island effect of dark asphalt shingle roofs? I
don't want to rely on more energy intensive ways to cool or purify, but if these become more
frequent I will invest my own dollars to keep cool.
We need to have the right mindset and attitude towards unfamiliar climate events so that we
can address them in a positive way instead of playing the woe-is-me victim role.
I can’t think of anything others could provide for us
Evacuation center, or resource center.
Air filtration systems during the wildfire season would help many other families but since I
myself have one it's not a big issue.
Information
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Air filtration. Route of evacuation. It would be good to have a list of specific locations for
evacuations that the public can have access to in case of fires, earthquakes, flooding.
Cooling shelters would be a welcome addition to green spaces. Although you'll have to think
of the rising population of homeless people that may use the shelters. Creating and
designing would need to be well thought out if so.
Having the information in a more in-your-face matter. Days when PM/air quality is bad, have
that info popping up to tell you when you access the City of Vancouver website or links to
see the information.
Lower energy bills
Cooling system
During the Event? Nothing. All the help would have come LONG beforehand.
Information on how to be safe during these events, i.e., what to watch out for, what safe
levels are, etc.
No utilities outages.
Since the wildfire smoke event in 2020, I have purchased an indoor air filtration unit to help
with indoor air quality.
Easy access to up-to-date information and ability to communicate with family/friends; Ability
to get help in a timely matter if needed; Ability to cool down and or find a safe place to
breathe.
Faith that our community/city/world actually acknowledges the connection between climate
change and natural disasters and is committed to doing something about it.
Having an air purification system in my home and office. Having a more tightly sealed
building (home and/or office) and consistent heating/cooling equipment. My office AC often
breaksdown in heat events.
Personally, we are okay, but there needs to be ways to help others less fortunate who have
died in our high heat waves.
Access to better filters or masks
Not for me but for others in the community… location that they can temporarily shelter in.
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Air purification units for each room of the house. Additional air conditioner units. An ADU to
access that's designed to withstand extreme climate situations and provide extra storage for
increased food supply. Having the ability to store energy from solar, akin to a Tesla Power
Wall.
We have what we need.
Have the government agencies stop with their narratives that people will die unless they
listen to the government. People, or at least the smart ones, can figure this stuff out for
themselves and take the precautions needed to protect themselves. I don't need the
government to tell me how much water I need to drink or to wear a mask for the smoke.
Start with being healthy
The city's tree canopy, access to outdoor recreation, information on making home more
resilient to disasters/weather events
A cool place to go, secure and reliable power and water supplies. Capable public works
crews with dependable equipment.
Paid days off from work
communication for all people in all languages on where to go for resources. 211 is very
helpful and a great resource in times of need!
Accurate weather conditions and advice from the City.
Excellent communication of resources and a calm, considered leadership, much like Mayor
Anne has been doing through all this Covid-19 uncertainty.
Communications regarding danger to health and property, travel info. on dangerous routes
save the plants.
Additional communication from the city about what citizens should do.
More trees. More access to water that we can get in (dog too). Somewhere we can go with
clean air and cool air that will allow pets.
Places of respite for people and pets.
Cooling centers were great but more types of notice to community would be a good idea.
Having air conditioning and filtered air. Room to house people who needed assistance
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5. Do you have any other ideas about how to help our community prepare for disasters or
weather events?
Traffic control in tough events. When I-5 was shut down, Mill Plain, Fourth Plain, 205 were all
bumper to bumper. Heard AMR using sirens and horns trying to get to Peace Health, very
scary! This will only get worse as you add more apts and residences all these main streets.
some areas I have lived in hand out pamphlets with contact info for disaster & weather
related issues, suggestions for packing the 'go bag', how to find shelter locations etc
Give people ALL of the facts. Our area is ill prepared and most of the structures in and
around Vancouver will not make it through an earthquake but on top of that most of the soil
from about the pdx airport area to the coast will turn to quicksand and nobody is even aware
of that fact.
Stop eating all meat and fish and farming them. Return to farming plants. Allow the sea-lions
into the Columbia and Willamette rivers. Humans have been stealing the food out these
animals mouths and it time to stop shooting, starving and harassing them.
Go solar.
Have an earthquake plan.
Make ramps to upper stories of buildings (like
for cars in a parking garage) so wheelchair users may exit safely together with their
wheelchair in the event of a building evacuation. Make a plan to include people with
disabilities in disaster planning and make a plan to evacuate people with disabilities in the
event of a city evacuation.
Change the zoning so more small homes can be built. Build
more housing for low income and extremely low income residents. Build more accessible
housing. It must be hard to deal with extreme weather or disasters when unhoused: make a
bigger plan to alleviate lack of housing and be sure to work on lowering the very high
percentage of unhoused people who have a disability or chronic illness. Use a Housing First
model. Change to thermal window coverings in public housing and offer a credit or rebate for
installing thermal window treatments (at least for low income people).
Strengthen the
bus system. Plant more native plants and trees. Utilize indoor plants as well.
Continue
improving sidewalks for wheelchair and scooter users.
Legislate that wheelchairs must
be approved by Medicare and private insurance for people who need a chair to get around
town and sponsor competitions for improving wheelchair design (to still be useful inside but
also able to manage inclement weather; slopes, hills, and ramps; long distance
transportation; unpaved areas; etc). Find a way to enforce ADA, Olmstead ruling, Fair
Housing Act, etc.
Make internet a city utility.
Hire people with disabilities.
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The city should be supporting and seeking funding for energy resilience projects. In
particular, I would encourage the city to seek funding through WSDOT to provide solar and
storage at electric vehicle charging stations to provide power in the event of an outage.
WSDOT is eligible for lots of funding through the National Electric Vehicle Incentive program
through the USDOT and USDOE. The funding has strict controls on where it can be used, but
within 1 mile of I-5 is eligible. Additional finding is needed to support microgrids in targeted
areas that can support heating and cooling centers in the event of a power shortage. We
were very lucky in 2021 because the heat wave was isolated to the Pacific NW. Had the heat
wave been west-wide (as has been the case in the past), we would have almost certainly had
power outages. These weather extremes will only get more frequent. Backup power is
absolutely necessary to help the community care for the most vulnerable and to quickly
recover from
You should do informational preparedness marketing but that's it. No monies towards it.
Get prepared.
Think of vulnerable. Reduce carbon footprint.
Trees, green roofs, streamside restoration… Better bus coverage and bike lanes to reduce
car traffic. Light rail to Portland could make a huge impact on our emissions!
Does the city have an evacuation plan?
N/A
I support Ctran expansion and reduced fares, easier walking access to boarding stops in
neighborhoods. I support age 18 and younger to ride free and becoming public transit
patrons rather than car drivers.
Not sure, but I am grateful Vancouver is starting the conversation.
More permeable paver parking lots, more cool covers or colors for asphalt streets, more cool
color roofs, more alternative energy sources that can help offset the negatives of large
mechanical loads to cool and purify.
Please do not increase taxes to pay for something new.
No
Better public transit, or having emergency mass transit.
More funding for the forestry service to properly maintain our forests to control wildfires and
do controlled burnings to prevent them in the first place.
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Work with community groups to coordinate recovery
Depending on the demographic of the people here in Vancouver I would think more
communication. Adding posters with information targeted to those younger in shops and
stores that they tend to go to ie coffee shops, local malls, library, etc. Using local television
the older generation who may not use internet or social media.
Increased awareness campaigns. Easily navigate City of Vancouver website to find
information. I haven't gone on it personally to check, so on my first time to look, I shouldn't
have to dig to find the information. I should be able to pull it up very quickly and easily.
More public resources for lower income families
Emergency food, water filters, candles, matches, wood
Gather the political will and spend the political capital to make the BIG changes we need to
be a LEADER in preserving the habitability of the region for our grandchildren.
More public service announcements via t.v., radio, plus emails or text messages.
Stay calm.
Vancouver needs more resources for those least able to cope with weather events, such as
warming and cooling centers. Financial assistance to add heat pumps to low-income
residences; incentives for landlords to add heat pumps for heating and cooling to rentals. I
support Vancouver's efforts to create and adopt a climate action plan to reduce carbon
emissions at the local level, which will lead to better air quality.
It starts with our buildings. We allow developers to cheap out and build to code-minimums
which are only not doing harm. They aren't doing good. Buildings provide an opportunity to
address these challenges but code doesn't require that sort of preventative, holistic design
approach. Money is king, and if it costs more, it isn't worth it. That mentality around what the
built environment can do for the natural environment needs to change.
Community-led disaster drills - hosted by neighborhood associations
Preparedness is primarily individual’s responsibility not Govt to take care of them other than
to teach them what they need to do to be prepared. Very few are prepared for the big natural
disaster we face, big earthquake
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Regular education on the facts of our climate crisis and ways to mitigate the impacts at home.
Essentially normalize the conversation on what is happening and how to address it
personally and collectively. Additionally, be a resource hub on the available services and
resources whilst also incentivizing (financially) renewable energy. Ensuring equal access to
everyone, including our unhoused community members.
Partner with developers, area
businesses and non-profits to design, build and manage micro-housing that will withstand
extreme climate, incentivize neighborhood veg gardens with affordable access to transit. And
for the city on the whole, a program that allows for and incentivizes residential and business
rain water harvesting, partnering with a local organization or business to provide
infrastructure to do so.
Nothing more than what is already out there like earthquake preparedness.
Use common sense and pay attention to what is going on around you. Be prepared and
ready to provide for yourself and your neighbors.
Learn to take care of issues yourself
Information on making our homes more resilient to disasters/weather events
More coordination between local cities and CRESA. Training of residents on emergency
supply kits.
Vote for Progressive politicians that prioritize the climate & environment instead of voting for
shills for the fossil fuel industry that prioritize profits over the planet's viability.
more COAD awareness; classes people can take to learn about emergency preparedness.
go to where the people are if English is not their primary language.
I write my neighborhood association newsletter and often have articles about preparing for
disasters. Newcomers get information about preparing for disasters. We discuss that topic
at our meetings.
People who have no a/c or heating should be listed with the City and matched ( by location )
with a list of willing residents who have these comfort products and that are willing to share
in times of need.
Plan for human-centric policy that steers clear of fossil fuels and respects nature and protects
our most vulnerable populations.
plant trees and native plants
Information about what citizens should have in their house and car so as to cope with
situations where we might be on our own for a few days.
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RE: weather events. I'm a longtime advocate of planting native plants. Vancouver needs to
implement native planting into their parks and general landscaping and encourage city
residents to incorporate native plants in home gardens.
Training able bodied people to do search, rescue, medical aid, food and water distribution.
Lots of older people are no longer able to do these tasks.
Improve bike paths to make riding bikes in Vancouver much easier. I’m afraid to ride my bike
in Vancouver.
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WE NEED YOUR INPUT!
Vancouver Climate Preparedness Survey
How have severe weather events affected you? What are your ideas for
ways that you and your neighbors can adapt to a changing climate?
Tell us your thoughts in this short survey that will help the City of Vancouver develop climate adaptation measures.
Use the QR Code below to access the survey:

Or, type this link into your browser:
https://tinyurl.com/VancouverPreparedness

For more information contact Jamie Shalvey:
shalvey@pdx.edu
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¡QUEREMOS ESCUCHAR SUS
COMENTARIOS!
La encuesta de adaptación climática de
Vancouver
¿Cómo le han afectado(a) los fenómenos meteorológicos severos?

¿Cuáles son sus ideas en las que usted y sus vecinos se pueden adaptar
a un clima cambiante?
Díganos sus pensamientos en esta breve encuesta que le ayudara a la
Ciudad a desarrollar medidas relacionadas con el cambio climático.

Escanee este código QR para acceder la encuesta

Para más informacion, contacte
Jamie Shalvey: shalvey@pdx.edu
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